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Comments and Quotes

- A lot of goldfish
- Breeding discus
- Research medallion
- Purchase tax off ponds
- A very bitter pill

Where Do They Go?

The figures issued by the Japanese Finance Ministry for fish bought by goldfish fanciers in Japan during 1966 might well stun the imagination. 180,000,000 goldfish were bought during last year, and this is on top of the 168,000,000 fish bought during the previous year. Figures to gladden the heart of the goldfish farmers, no doubt, who are also enjoying rising exports. One-third of these went to the United States and of the rest a large proportion went to France and Australia. The increased sales are being made possible with the new techniques worked out by the fish farmers, who are breeding the goldfish all the year round by heating the tanks and supplementing the fishmeal diet with protein, vitamins and algae. One wonders, however, whether the figures do not perhaps reveal that the Japanese, too, have the problem of multiple goldfish deaths shortly after purchase that we hear so many complaints about in this country, or are there really at least 340,000,000 goldfish swimming about in happy domesticity in Japanese homes and gardens?

History Repeats Itself

Sometimes the feeling that it has all happened before is very strong, and this feeling is one we get often when the discus fish comes under discussion. When we are asked about their keeping or breeding we look at the list of conditions that are known to apply to the tanks of aquarists who have been successful with the discus. It's then that memory switches back to around 1930, when much the same kind of advice about water conditions, for example, was being handed out to those whose ambition it was to breed the angel fish. Somehow the difficulty with angel fish is not there any more, and today we hear plenty of instances of angels pairing up and spawning in community tanks that have not been prepared in any special way.

What is the explanation of this? Does it mean that just as, it is said, brass begets brass so breeders beget breeders? Do the fish originally from the wild slowly adapt themselves to aquarium conditions in a way that leads to an inherited domesticity over several generations? If this is true then history is repeating itself yet again, for in Europe it appears that German aquarists are now breeding more discus fish than anyone else and it was from Germany that our aquarium strains of breedable angels originally came. In theory, at least, we should be hearing of more and more breeding successes with the discus in the next few years.

New Underwater Research Award

A specially designed medallion forming a Duke of Edinburgh's prize for outstanding underwater research performed or published during the year has just been awarded for the first time. Its recipients are the Cambridge Univer-
Purchase Tax Off Ponds

CONGRATULATIONS from the hobby are due to Mr P. L. Builder, managing director of Pump Distributors Ltd. After a protracted series of representations to the Commissioners of Customs and Excise his firm has been told that pre-fabricated garden pools, cascades and waterfalls are no longer to be subject to a purchase tax charge. The reduction in prices of these items that results will benefit both trade and fishkeeping generally.

A Very Bitter Pill

If your favoured remedy for white spot disease is quinine it will no doubt have escaped your notice that the price of this drug and of proprietary white spot cures that include it as their active ingredient have really zoomed upwards in the last few years. In fact, since 1960 quinine itself has increased in price by no less than 700%!

The story behind this increase is not a pretty one. Investigations by an American Government committee have disclosed that the rise is the result of a secret price-fixing agreement made between a number of drug firms in different European countries. These firms have attempted to corner the market by under-cover buying of some 80% of a U.S.A. stockpile of quinine. The drug is, of course, important as a malaria cure, and large quantities are being used at present in Vietnam. So don’t let off steam at your dealer or the manufacturers of the aquarium proprietarys about high prices—very much deeper issues than profits in the aquarium trade are involved.

LETTERS

Feeding and Holidays

I was very interested in Arpee’s comments (PETFISH MONTHLY, June) on the subject of the feeding of fish during the holiday period. I think his solution, to call upon the services of an aquarist friend, may well be the ideal one, but it is not always possible. Trained neighbours and friends may be the next best thing, but I am really querying his condemnation of the suggestion that the fishes can be left for a fortnight without food. I agree that this could not be undertaken if tanks of fry or very small fish were involved, but I have often left well-planted community tanks without food during the holiday period without any losses taking place; nor did the fish look any the worse for the experience. I think the secret lies in previous conditioning in preparation for the holiday, and I see that the fish are exceptionally well fed during the previous month and vary their diet as possible. Then, on the day I go away, the fishes are often given a generous quantity of live Daphnia. This alone provides them with food for several days. I must admit we take our holidays during the summer months and it might certainly be more difficult to feed the fish up in this way at a time when we might be going winter sporting!

London, S.E. 15

L. BURSEHL

This letter wins this month’s aquarium aerator prize.

Overzealous Splits

With reference to the remarks of Mr Bill Armitage (PETFISH MONTHLY, May 1967) concerning split fins in guppies, I would suggest, from my own observations, that split tails in male guppies can be blamed almost entirely on the male guppy’s courtship behaviour. When he is showing off in front of a female, he will try to spread his tail wider than it is, with the result that the tail nearly splits in two.

With a brood of young guppy fry, the general practice of most guppy breeders is to separate the males from the females as soon as they can tell the difference. All the males are kept in one tank—the females in another—until the time comes when the fish are a few months old and it is possible to select the best males and females and place them together for breeding. These males, at the first time, spread their tails wider than they have ever done before, resulting in split tails and sometimes even split dorsals.

I once placed six males in a tank with six virgin females and within a week all the males had split their tails. Males that are kept together away from females fight and damage each other’s tails. I never keep males on their own now. I always have at least the same number of females as there are males in one tank. These females are not from the same brood as the males—they are from an older generation.

I find that if males are brought up with females, from about 6 weeks old, they start to spread their tails in front of the females at an early age. This gives them strong tails and when they are old enough to place with your best virgin females they do not split their tails.

Bury, Lancashire

T. A. HARDMAN

Appreciation

Since I first read about your magazine in a paper on pet fish here, I have persuaded my mother to post P.F.M. to me every month and I must say it is a wonderful magazine, full of interesting ideas. I myself had quite a problem here with the breeding of anfe and fish and was saved at the end of my tether until I read the January

Continued on page 125
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>Success with Marine Tropicals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REQUIREMENTS</td>
<td>RECOMMENDED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A First Class Enclosed Circuit Power Filter</td>
<td>Eheim Power Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WITH SEAWATER MEDIUMS. THREE MODELS AVAILABLE—35, 60 and 120 gallons. PH ✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OZONISER</td>
<td>Sander Ozonisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(water purifier)</td>
<td>AVAILABLE IN THREE MODELS WORKING FROM STANDARD AIR PUMP, 10, 25 and 50 MG. OZONE PER HOUR ✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(bacteria killer)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARINE</td>
<td>READY-MIXED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALTS</td>
<td>Meersaltz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in 2 lb. bags to make 5 gallons 9/6 ✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in 4 lb. bags to make 10 gallons 17/6 ✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNDRIES</td>
<td>Tropic-Marin (EXPORT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 gallon size 8/- 20 gallon size 28/- ✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 gallon size 15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RILA SALTWATER pH KIT 20/- ✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RILA HYDROMETERS 10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RILA COMBINED (HYDROMETER + THERMOMETER) 12/9 ✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RILA &quot;LIQUI-GLASS&quot; TANK SEALER 6/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RILA &quot;FORMULAT&quot; pH BUFFER 6/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RILA &quot;REVITASOL&quot; TRACE ELEMENTS 6/9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available from all good Aquarium shops, NOW
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Going on Holiday?

--- Don't forget my

HYKRO

VACATION FOOD

One block dropped in your tank when you go on holiday will keep your fish well fed and in good health for up to two weeks. Does not foul the tank. Only one shilling.

Other New Accessories from Denmark

HYKRO’S new Brine Shrimp Hatcher

Maximum hatching of brine shrimps and perfect separation of live shrimps from the egg-shells. Complete

Only 9s. with shrimp eggs (500,000) and special Hykro salt mix.

Hykro Water pH Indicator Reveals exact degree of acidity or alkalinity instantaneously—over 100 tests per roll, 5s. 6d.

Hykro Variety Food The Perfect Food for all fish. One trial will convince you—3s. per large drum. Hykro Flakes: Breeder’s Pack (1 kilo, over 2 lbs.), 32s. 6d.

From all stockists of HYKRO Products

JOE GRASSBY Sole Importer

THE GLEN FISHERIES MOBBERLEY CHESHIRE

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
LETTERS
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edition of P.F.M. which explained quite thoroughly how to breed angels successfully. You can understand it is almost impossible overseas to gain the advice of a breeder on fish problems. Now there is no problem at all thanks to D. B. McInerny.

B.F.M.O., Singapore

R. P. Skirrow

Mr McInerny’s articles have been the subject of many appreciative comments and we expect that readers, like ourselves, will be sorry that his ‘Course for the would-be breeder of tropicals’ has now concluded. However, we are hopeful that Mr McInerny will continue to contribute to our pages in the future.—EDITOR.

A Cabinet Aquarium

The growing popularity of the furnished jar at aquarists’ shows, as revealed by Mr Fred Underwood’s helpful article in the June issue of PETFISH MONTHLY, is an interesting development. It seems to me that this technique could be used more, for the economical housing of small fishes in pairs, if rows of the jars are mounted above ‘hot boxes’ containing electric lamps or electric soil-warming cables to provide the heat. If the jars were shelved in this way in a kind of cabinet I think the effect would not be unattractive. I have noticed that some aquarists have even fitted small lamps for overhead lighting in the caps of show jars, and lighting in such a form would obviously add to the effect of such a display.

This idea reminds me of a scheme I read about in an old aquarium book by the Reverend Bateman when I was a boy. This author’s suggestion was to make a ‘Cabinet Aquarium’ (I think this was the actual title used) with jars of various kinds to separate and keep for study all kinds of pond life—water beetles, caddis larvae, water scorpions, water spiders and so on. In fact I did develop something along these lines in my bedroom at the time. I would like to read other people’s comments on the idea of making a ‘Cabinet Aquarium’ for small tropical fishes.

London, S.W.20

K. Pringle

Simple Biological Filters

Aquarists may be ‘strangely unwilling’ to try the elementary type of biological filter described by Capt. L. C. Betts (PETFISH MONTHLY, May) but his mention of it recalled to mind where I had seen inverted funnel filters extensively used. This was in the otherwise bare quarantine tanks of one of our main tropical fish importers, and I remember thinking when I saw them that this simple idea must be a very effective one for it to be used by professionals.

Taunton, Somerset

N. Cape

A Special Report

As even the most unobservant aquarist has now been made aware, the ill-fated tanker Torrey Canyon, which struck the Seven Stones reef off Lands End in March, did, in doing so, inadvertently cause what was possibly the greatest ever danger to the littoral flora and fauna of the coast of south-west England.

As you mentioned in your ‘Comments and Quotes’ section last month: ‘This disastrous wreck and its threat to British beaches and marine life proved to be an item of major public interest’. The Marine Study Aquatic Society of Great Britain became deeply concerned in the efforts being made to lessen this catastrophe and decided to assist by the means at its disposal, primarily by accumulating all correct available data, as we, as well as yourselves, were astonished by the apparent lack of reliable information.

One of our officers went to Plymouth and then to the affected areas to collect information and collate our activities with those of other organisations. This action resulted in M.S.A.S obtaining the required material and we have devoted our next journal to the Torrey Canyon disaster and its effect on the shore and off-shore marine life of the area.

Our journal is normally available to members only, but we feel that as this matter may be of interest to others we are making copies of this illustrated edition available to anyone wanting a copy. The journal will cost 2s 11d (5d postage included) and any income obtained above the cost of production will be used to further investigations in this field.

G. H. Jennings

for M.S.A.S.G.B. (General Secretary),

23 Canfield Gardens, London, N.W.6

Prize Letters

TO the writer of the letter judged by the Editor to be specially worthy among readers’ letters published in each month’s issue, PETFISH MONTHLY will award a prize of a well-known make of aquarium aerator (as pictured here).

PETFISH MONTHLY will be glad to have your experiences, comments, suggestions etc. in letters on any matter associated with fish-keeping. Write to the Editor, PETFISH MONTHLY, 554 Garratt Lane, London, S.W.17.
THE correspondence continues to come in about white spot and its cures. Mr Glover’s article describing his high-power filtration method was stimulating, but I was left with two doubts. The presence of ozone in the system was given little credit for success against the disease, and I failed to see quite what advantage (other than the obviously successful results!) which the filtration system has over the natural water change every day. Mr Butcher stated in his article (PFM, November, 1966) that chloramine is effective against the disease (Halamid belongs to this group of drugs), and suggested that ozone could also be efficacious. Mr Glover seems to have confirmed this to some degree, but, like all the other methods, nothing seems absolutely infallible. This suggests to many aquarists that there are several strains of the disease, and I personally find this fits the facts quite well.

A particularly sinister feature of the disease is that certain outbreaks seem much more persistent than others. A dealer I know, armed with all the resources of the hobby, had one isolation tank tied up for 6 months without bringing off a cure. I have recently just put paid to an outbreak which had lingered on since last October. We have both cured the occasional outbreaks at other times by conventional methods, quite quickly and effectively, but this ‘persistent ich’ is extremely worrying, and one can sympathise with many a beginner who has disgustedly given up the hobby at an early stage when faced with an apparently unending battle and a steadily increasing collection of ineffectual remedies. Indeed, desperation often seems to take hold of us when, after several weeks of following the rules, the spots keep reappearing.

On four occasions during the last outbreak I had, I thought that I had got things under control (I was using Halamid). However, a group of cardinals and neon repeatedly showed spots whilst the other inhabitants of the community tank were clear. Although I broadly followed the rules I was less conscientious about water changes than I should have been, hence a massive dose of the chemical gradually built up and the plants began to deteriorate. Although the majority of fishes seemed unaffected there were one or two interesting exceptions.

A silver dollar gradually became less silvery and more white-looking, and a glowline rasbora and a cardinal became deformed along the spine. As soon as the last spots had gone I gradually decreased the temperature, and after 14 days I made a major water change. Each week thereafter I changed about a quarter of the water, and the three fishes mentioned seemed to improve in appearance. Although I had given them up for lost, they are still alive, and the dollar has regained its original colour. In retrospect I have little doubt that I relied on

the chemical too much, and if I had had greater faith in the Premunity-Commensal theory, and had left well alone after taking the initial precautions, maybe the community would have adjusted itself with less discomfort than it did in the event.

In support of this theory, I did less and less to the tank towards the termination of the outbreak because I had virtually resigned myself to taking the tank down and treating the infected fishes in a bare tank, but, suddenly, one day the spots were gone and there was another little mystery.

Summer and flies means that household aerosols will be much in evidence. Please make sure that these are kept well away from your tanks, as most of them are absolutely fatal where fish are concerned. If they have to be used, make a cover for your aquaria, and leave these in position until an hour after spraying. Even this isn’t completely safe.

I was talking with a dealer last summer who had had some quite inexplicable deaths in some of his tanks. He had used aerosols in another part of the premises, which was physically isolated from the tank area. He had lost fishes in several widely separated tanks, and although he had a shrewd idea that aerosols were at fault, he could not account for the way in which they had been transmitted. The only suggestion I could make was that certain larger creatures like cockroaches, beetles or large blowflies had been sprayed with the poison, but had survived long enough to stagger to a tank and fall in. I should be pleased to hear of any other theories as to how this may have happened, as it may help some of us to minimise losses this coming summer.

Whilst on the subject of cockroaches I wonder how many aquarists, in their early days, fell into the trap, as I did not all that long ago. A combination of poor light, not very clear water and the immensity of the creatures at the back of the tank induced me to enquire the price of the new type of dwarf gourami. The dealer was very kind and understanding, but it has taken a lot to live it down.

I was glad to see a letter in the September issue from Miss Shelley of Morden, who sprang to the defence of China ornaments, plastic flowers et al. in the aquarium, principally because she admits to not using them herself! I am quite sure that, as she points out, the use of these artificialities does give some people much pleasure, but I do wish that whoever these people are, they did not term themselves aquarists. I am quite prepared to believe that a tankful of bubble-blowing plastic molluscs and treasure chests would charm the class of seven-year-olds at school, but how the serious aquarist can come to terms with them still leaves me quite baffled. In passing I would exclude coloured gravel from my list of dislikes, since not all of it is patently horrible, but I still think it needs choosing with great care. We have so far only heard the female viewpoint, and I suspect that the ladies are much more susceptible to the little China figures than are the males amongst us, from whom I should certainly welcome further views.
Growing Fish to Maximum SIZE

Careful attention to management during the most rapid phase of their growth is the way to get the best aquarium specimens

By F. N. GHADially, M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc.(Lond.)

The size of this giant gourami (Ophelophorus) can be judged from dimensions of the tank (24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in.) in which it was exhibited at last year's ASLAS Show.

There can be few things which delight an aquarist more than compliments on the large size and fine condition of his fishes. Most of us would agree that some aquarists seem to be unusually good at this game and can grow fishes to amazing proportions.

The purpose of this article is to examine how one can proceed to rear large quality specimen fishes, but before we do this it would be advantageous to recall some general biological facts about growth of fishes and other animals.

It is now well known that fishes grow more or less continuously throughout their life span. This is in sharp contrast to man, where virtually no increase in length (height) is possible after the age of 20 years or so when the bones 'unite'. Perhaps I should explain more fully what is meant by this term.

If we examine, say, a long bone such as the femur from the thigh of a child we shall find that the bone is made up of three distinct sections separated by two cartilaginous plates. The long central portion of bone is called the diaphysis and each of the two end pieces is called an epiphysis. The lengthening of the bone of the child as it grows is achieved by division of cells in the cartilaginous plates. The newly formed cartilage is replaced by quite an elaborate and intricate process to form new bony tissue. In the terminal stages when the adult state is reached proliferation of cells in the cartilaginous plate ceases and the plate itself is destroyed and replaced by 'boney tissue'. Thus at this stage the epiphysis fuses or unites with the diaphysis. Since no growing cartilaginous plate now remains it is easy to understand that when this stage is reached any further lengthening of the bone is quite impossible.

Growth in the Young

In fishes there are no such structures, hence fishes can and do (if conditions are favourable) continue to grow throughout their life. However, as every aquarist knows, the rate of growth of baby fishes is much greater than that of adults. For instance, just consider the size of a newly hatched angelfish that has a 8 to 10 weeks' old one (so-called saleable size) and you will see what I mean.

At a guess one would say that a several-hundredfold
increase in size (on a weight basis) has occurred within a relatively short period of time. Such a phenomenal increase in weight or in length, of course, does not occur in the later years of a fish's life.

For many years now aquarists have therefore argued that the first few months of the life of a fish are critical from the point of view of growth and the ultimate size that can be attained. It has thus been stated that any stunting in size produced by poor feeding, bad management or neglect at this stage cannot be completely made good at a later date even by the most expert treatment. A few, however, have argued that since fishes grow continuously good treatment at a later date can undo most and probably all of the damage done in the earlier stages.

There is some truth in both statements. One might perhaps compromise by saying that short periods or a moderate degree of mistreatment in youth could be made good later on and may not affect the ultimate size that is reached, but if we are trying to produce really large specimens the chances of success are better assured if we use stock which has received first-class treatment from the very beginning. In any case, since there is uncertainty about this point it would be best if we took no chances and gave the fish first-class treatment throughout its life right from the egg stage.

If we accept this then it follows that since most of the tiny little fishes purchased in shops have made one or more journeys in plastic bags, passed through many hands and suffered variations in diet and water conditions over a fairly protracted period of time, they are not the ideal material for our purpose.

Fishes obtained from a competent fellow aquarist are to be preferred, for they offer many obvious advantages, not the least of which is that you can at least get a fairly accurate history of the specimens to which you are going to devote time and effort in growing up. But the ideal material, of course, is the fish you have bred yourself.

Here everything from the egg and fry stage is completely under your control and given the necessary equipment and knowledge there is no reason why you should not produce outstanding specimens.

Genetic Factors

But before we see how this can be achieved let us for a moment consider what factors determine the ultimate size to which an animal will grow. Briefly this can be considered under two headings: genetics and environment. As is now well known, one of the factors affecting the size to which an individual can grow is the genetic make-up of that individual. Thus no amount of forced feeding could make a mouse grow to the size of an elephant or make an individual descended from a pygmy race with an average height of a ft. grow into an 8 ft. giant. One could say that genetic factors set a limit to the maximum size that an individual can attain.

Environmental factors like nutrition operate within this limit to establish the final size that the individual reaches. If a litter of animals is divided into two groups, one fed adequately and the other semi-starved or maintained under other adverse environmental conditions, then one would expect the better fed and looked after group will outstrip the others in size.

Obviously if large fishes are the aim it is worthwhile to start off with fishes derived from outstanding sized parents. What a difference there is between the size and quality of livebearers (like swordtails and platies) that we see at shows and livebearers reared from indifferent stock obtained from unknown sources! The best way to start producing large specimen livebearers would be to obtain some babies born of these prize fishes, but this may not always be possible.

Another way in which one can increase the size of a strain of fish is by selective breeding. In any given brood of young one almost invariably finds individuals who grow faster and bigger in size than others. If these individuals are separated from their slower growing brethren and later used as parents, the resultant second generation babies are likely to be on an average bigger than the individuals of the first generation. Selection for size can once more be employed and in time it would be possible to obtain fish that have the genetic potential to grow to quite an outstanding size for the species concerned. This is a slow process and one has to persevere with it for many years over numerous generations, but it is a fundamentally sound idea.

There can, however, be complicating factors for quite often the largest fish in the brood are not necessarily the best coloured or best shaped specimens. This is only too well known to fancy goldfish breeders. The largest fish or two which one would liked to have retained as breeding stock have poor fins, eyes or colouring, making them undesirable as potential breeding stock.

In such cases one has to compromise in one or other direction. One could for instance accept a somewhat smaller fish with all the desirable features. By such series of selections over the years aquarists have 'improved' size, shape and colour of many fishes. Only by comparing our best aquarium specimens with similar species caught in the wild can one appreciate the remarkable feat that has been performed.

Environmental Factors

Let us proceed to examine the environmental factors which affect the size of our fishes. In brief these boil down to good feeding and aquarium management. Much has been written on these topics so a brief summary will suffice. Feeding for maximum growth demands that the maximum amount and variety of good food is got into the fish at a fairly fast pace.

Since large quantities of food placed in the water would soon rot and pollute the water it follows that frequent feeding with smaller amounts will be required. Even so, with intensive feeding and the resultant larger amount of excretory material produced frequent partial changes of water are necessary. This is good aquarium practice anyway, but is doubly important when intensive feeding is indulged in. To summarise then, the idea is to push the feeding as far as possible without fouling the water.

The next important environmental factor is swimming space or water volume. You must have often heard it said that to grow big fishes you need big tanks which are not overcrowded.

This is a generalisation with a lot of truth in it but we could also add that a competent and knowledgeable aquarist can grow some pretty large fishes in small tanks.

To be continued next month
Is it New to You?

Koi Carp

This year has seen an event which if pursued intelligently could leave its mark on the aquarium hobby in no uncertain way. I mean the availability through greater imports of the Japanese coloured carp known as nikashi koi. The existence of these was first known to me 5 years ago when I met them in the establishment of an importer who was, I believe, a ‘lone wolf’ at this time. He was being them over from Japan in quantity, many colour patterns being seen, and the fish were quite large—anything up to 15 inches and a couple of pounds weight.

The carp have found their way to the big London stores, and I understand the intention was to supply them to owners of landed estates with large lakes, as a very pleasant alternative to common or mirror carp. As an anglers’ fish in such circumstances they will prove of undoubted interest as they are reputed to grow up to 20 pounds weight and maybe more.

There is not a lot of information available about koi. They are certainly known in America, and common ponds by Paul Stenson shows 19 named specimens of different colour patterns and states that the species arose by careful crossing between Carassius carassius, Carassius gibelio and Cyprinus carpio, all well known fishes to British aquarists.

There have been several advertisements for koi in Fish and Marine Monthly this year. Large koi are expensive, but others are well within the reach of the average aquarist. Naturally, they will not appeal to everyone, and growing as they do to a large size it is evident that they must be kept in outdoor ponds. A pool the size of a tennis court seems ideal, but taking the rules of space for size already mooted for other coldwater fishes, a pond of 10 ft. square dug and lined with Plastolene sheet is not an impossibility, and 25 koi should be capable of existence in a thriving condition; with 4

Book Review

Krankheiten und Schädigungen der Fische by Prof. Dr. H.-H. Reichenbach-Klänke.

Gustav Fischer Verlag, Stuttgart, Western Germany, 1966. Pp. XII + 350, with 330 black-and-white text illustrations and 2 tables with 8 colour pictures. DM 74 (£7 8s od approx.).

This book on diseases and other afflictions of fishes is directed to the problems of the practical fish-keeper in the most general sense as well as to biologists and veterinarians working on pathology and parasitology of fishes. Although, as usual, diseases of freshwater fishes are the main subject, the author has tried to include the more common parasitic and diseases of marine fishes as well, which is of particular interest for keepers of sea-water aquariums and of marine fishery experts.

In the first chapter general symptoms of disease are described and a summary is given of possible causes of a series of main symptoms observed either externally or on post-mortem internal investigation. This general introduction is systematic with respect to the separate organs that are the main sites of certain infectious agents, referring to the later chapters for details.

Chapters II-XIII deal with infectious diseases (viral and bacterial); fungus and algae as parasites; infusorians as fish parasites (protozoa); parasitic Coelenterata; worm infections (helmintphora); infections by arthropods (Crustacea, Lingnolitidae and allies); the well-known non-parasitic diseases other than tumours; recovery of wounds
and regeneration; anomalies; fishes
as carriers of parasites of man.
Chapter XIV is devoted to medica-
tion of fish diseases, and chapter XV
gives a list of fishes of high econom-
ic importance and the most common parasites found in each of
them.

The book ends with a list of names
of fishes in German, English, French and Italian, together with
their scientific names, which is most
helpful, although there are some
minor omissions and deviations.

A small number of printing errors
was encountered, none serious, with
at p. 87 'Negru von', which should
read 'Negru von'—perhaps the only
one which could give rise to mis-
understanding since the German
word 'von' means 'of'.

Treatment of the subject is very
thorough indeed and the book
contains an enormous amount of
important information. The illustra-
tions are of a very high standard
and most helpful in recognising
disease symptoms and identifying
parasites. The text makes easy
reading, although admittedly this
might not hold true for the novice
in the field of biology; some general
knowledge of zoology at about
grammar school ordinary level or
advanced experience in fishkeeping
combined with reading about water
organisms would be most advan-
tageous. Extensive and reliable in-
formation is given both with respect
to diagnosis and to treatments,
including modern drugs. At the end of
each chapter lists of references to
original papers in the world litera-
ture are given, facilitating further
specialist studies.

The book is printed on an ex-
cellent quality of glossy paper and it is
handsomely bound. Although its
price seems a bit expensive, the book
gives real value for its money and it is
to be highly recommended.

C. van DUIJN Jnr.

Lessons for Far East Exporters

On his return to Singapore from
a world study trip Mr Choo Eng Kee,
one of the leading exporters of
tropical fish in the Republic, said
the industry could become a big
dollar earner for Singapore if local
breeders discarded old and outdated
methods of cultivation and embarked
on new techniques. There are about
300 tropical fish breeders and export-
ers in Singapore. Mr Choo is sole
proprietor of Tropical Fish Aquar-
ists which operates from a 7 acre
farm in Singapore. His tour included
Europe, the United Kingdom and
America, where he called on leading
breeders and importers and also
visited the world's biggest fish
breeding farms in Florida.

'The tropical fish business in
Europe and America is a billion
dollar enterprise' said Mr Choo,
adding, 'this is the second largest
hobby in the world apart from stamp
collecting.'

Mr Choo said that although there
are hundreds of breeding farms
scattered all over Europe and
America, the demand is so great
that the supply is limited and
consequently many of the importers
rely to a great extent on imports
from Far East countries. 'Singapore
and Malaysia should cash in on this
demand and grow' he stressed.

Another reason given for the
demand for tropical fish from the
Eastern countries, according to Mr
Choo, is that it is cheaper to import
than to breed.

'But we must learn to adapt some
of the techniques that they use in the
Western countries' said Mr Choo.
He observed during his tour that the
leading farms used water from
artesian wells and the system of water
circulation and air was provided
by specially developed equipment.
'This is cheaper and much more
clean than the stagnant muddy water
we see in Singapore. They have
even developed special diets with the
aid of science for the proper
breeding and cultivation of fish.'

Mr Choo, who spent several days
in England in April and attended the
annual Pet Trade Fair at Harrogate,
had useful discussions with breeders
and importers who came from all
parts of the world. A former
vice-president of the Singapore
Aquarists Society, Mr Choo told
PETFISH MONTHLY that at a recent
public show held in Singapore his
cages of guppies took all the major
awards. The show was staged in the
Van Kleef Aquarium and attracted
a large number of visitors.
Readers' Queries Answered

Vacation Care

I am contemplating going on two week's holiday shortly and am rather worried about my tropical fish. I cannot get anyone either to feed the fish or to turn the light on or off.

One excellent way to cope with this problem is to make use of an automatic feeder, such as the 'Lazy Susan' which will provide a daily feed over a 15-day period. Failing this, and assuming you are referring to a community tank or tanks containing medium-sized fish, if there is time to bring them into condition beforehand it is often safer to leave the tank unfed than to rely on 'helpful' neighbours, who have been known to 'overfeed' the tank and cause the death of all the stock.

Fry, of course, need constant feeding and tanks of young fish would probably not survive this period. Larger cichlids will also be somewhat hungry, but community fish can be fed well on live food, preferably Daphnia, for as long as possible before the holiday (in addition to dried food) and then on the day or day before the holiday starts a really heavy feed of Daphnia can be put into the tank and the fishes left to eat it as they will.

Unless the lighting can be brought down to a very low wattage, it would be preferable to leave the tank unlit. Normal tank wattage would cause the tank to turn green if left on continually for 2 weeks. Without light, if the tank is in a dark part of the room, one or two plants may be lost but the majority will recover if they are given a little extra light later.

Aquarium Cine

I have recently bought a cine camera and have tried to photograph my fish tanks without success. I am using an 8 mm. camera with a close-up lens using 40 ASA colour film.

Lighting is by two 375 watt Photofloods and I am using an aperture of f/8. I have tried lighting from the side of the tank, but results have been poor.

The first requirement is a good camera. The cheaper ones are really not good enough. Artificial-light films and not daylight films must, of course, be used. It is advisable not to get in too close and some of the best photographs are taken without the use of a close-up lens. Set the camera about 5 ft. from the tank with lighting slightly higher than the camera. The light should be pointed down so that the glare does not reflect into the lens. Possibly the lighting is not strong enough. A single Spectra-Sun iodine-quartz lamp should be sufficient.

"Who left the light on, then?"

Tank Lighting

I have been told that too much illumination makes fish go blind. However, I am interested in setting up a marine tank and after spending all that money on them I want to be able to see them. What wattage and lighting should I use?

Lighting for aquaria is required for good plant growth and for decorative effect. Provided that the light comes mainly from above (and not from the sides) few fishes are affected by light intensities within the range provided by ordinary illumination methods. It is incorrect to say that blindness can result from use of artificial light. As fishes have no eyelids, however, they do not enjoy sudden light and at night, room lights should be put on first for a few minutes before the lights over the aquarium are switched on. Since with marine tanks plant growth is not the main object of the lighting, the duration of lighting can be as long as required by the aquarium owner. A little algal growth may develop if the light is on most of the day but not usually to an unmanageable extent.

Suggested lighting for a 24 in. aquarium is two 40 watt lamps or one 15 watt (18 in.) fluorescent tube, but with a planted tank it is often necessary to experiment with wattages and length of time of illumination to obtain the right amount to produce a healthy plant growth without causing the aquarium to go green.

How Many?

Would you please advise me how many tropical fish I can put into a plastic aquarium tank measuring 13½ in. at the top, tapering to 10 in.
A Compact Breeding Installation

MOST goldfish enthusiasts start in a small way, with one or two tanks, but if their initial enthusiasm survives they usually land up with a collection of tanks too small to be effective and an assorted medley of old water tanks, discarded kitchen sinks, an array of plastic bowls and with garden ponds hastily thrown together from holes dug in the ground and lined with plastic sheeting. It is to these hobbyists that this article is dedicated and to those others who would like to take up goldfish breeding but are prevented by lack of space or lack of funds. Three years ago I constructed the installation described at one end of my garage and the results have more than justified my dearest hopes.

It was not fortuitous that after my car was safely housed and the doors were shut, there still remained 4 ft. 6 in. of free space at the end of the garage, which on an 8 ft. width gave me 36 square feet of floor space to play with. In the dreaming stage of the planning, three concrete tanks or 'trays', each 10 in. deep, were visualised one above the other. With suitable reinforcement the ends of the 'trays' could be battened into the brick and concrete walls of the garage and with each tray approximately 30 in. from front to back there would still be nearly 2 ft. between the front of the car and the fish tanks.

The first tank would be laid at ground level, the second one 18 in. above that and the third 18 in. above the second. The motive force for the water would be gravity flow, except for the initial lift which would be by pump to a holding tank just above the third 'tray'. As the water would have to be lifted from ground level to the holding tank, an Otter water pump was chosen to do the 7 ft. lift.

Passing from the theoretical stage to the practical one, the following plan evolved. Each 'tray' or tank would consist of a receiving section at one end for the water, which would then pass into and through the biological filter (graded clinker medium) via an air brick in the dividing wall and similarly pass out from the filter into the main fish-holding area. The receiving section would be 6 in. wide; the filter would be 15 in. wide, leaving the main holding tank just short of 6 ft. On these measurements the main holding tank would be 6 ft. long by 30 in. wide by 9 in. deep, i.e. of roughly 70 gallons capacity.

At the end of each of the top two tanks farthest from the receiving section, a weir would have to be constructed to maintain the level of water in each tank and provide an outlet to return the water for recirculation.

With these details in mind the materials had to be chosen. As second-hand bricks and ballast were on hand, all that was needed was some sand and cement, some old wood for shuttering and household water fittings and six air bricks (5 in. by 1 in.).

Allowing for the second-hand bricks and the poor quality of the wood shuttering, construction was not too difficult and the result not too bad. Each tank was supported on its own brick wall, which in turn was keyed to the garage wall. The tank bottoms were 2 in. thick and made of 3 : 2 : 1 mixture of ballast, sand and cement. When finished and hardened the concrete and bricks had two good waterproofing coats of Snowcrom.

Once the cementing was completed the fitting out could be tackled. This consisted of fixing a 30 gallon capacity round aluminium 'header tank', 30 in. diameter by 12 in. deep, above the topmost concrete tank, in which four 1 in. holes were bored and hose connections fitted. The purposes of these were to receive (1) the water from the pump (this fitting at the highest level), (2) and (3) the delivery pipes to fill the concrete middle and top tanks and (4) the overflow pipe returning any surcharged water back to the pump.

Only two fittings were necessary to complete the circuit and these are the 'depleted water' overflows from the two top tanks. They were made by cementing a roofing tile across the corner of the tank to form a weir and then boring a hole in the tank wall just off the bottom with connections to deliver the water into the bottom tank, where the pump is located.

In summary, then, this is what happens. The pump is located in the bottom tank and lifts the water to the header tank at the highest point. From here the middle and top tanks are fed by gravity through 1 in. plastic hose and the water, after passing through a filter and through the main body of each tank, then passes over a weir for delivery to the bottom tank. Here the water passes through a filter, through the body of the tank and on to the pump chamber for a further circulation. It will be noted that the bottom tank does not receive its water from the header tank direct, as this presents design problems.

Although the bottom tank receives its water from the top two tanks immediately after it has been used by them, before reaching there the water has been retained by passing over a weir and it has also been filtered by the filter in the bottom tank; thus the water has been revitalised, although not quite so efficiently as in the top two tanks.

In operation this installation has proved an unequalled success. In 1965 it supported five pairs of twintails and six pairs of singletails (shubunkins), who each spawned regularly in May, June, July and August. It also grew on the fry until they were ready to be transferred elsewhere, although from the egg stage to 8 weeks old they were raised normally in a glass aquarium. The rigours of the winter were alleviated by a little added heat and the heightened temperatures of the summer were moderated by a little town's water added at intervals.

The 1 in. graded clinker which went into the filters was
obtained from a sympathetic sewage works manager (who shall be nameless) and beyond a complete drain out and flushing in early 1966, no maintenance other than the fortnightly cleaning of the pump has been necessary.

One modification was added subsequently. It was impossible to look into the top tank without steps, so to give added height a small wall 12 in. high was built to stand on. This reduced the walking space between car and fish tanks but once cemented up proved to form a valuable holding tank for _Daphnia_. A 1 in. pipe between the bottom tank and the _Daphnia_ tank gave a common water level which proved a great boon when a young fish jumped the overflow weir and got jammed in the hose to cause the middle tank to flood at the tank top. Fortunately the water ran down the front into the _Daphnia_ tank and so back into the system again. House pipes, by the way, are best confined to ½ in. size. The ½ in. size does not carry sufficient capacity to offset the algal growths which develop with time inside the pipe and restrict the volume and rate of flow of the water.

Small items of design which affect the overall oxygen concentration of the water can be fitted at all points where water is delivered. Jets of water will entrain bubbles of air at the point of entry and can be equal to or greater than an air diffuser in effect.

In gravity flows, it is not a good policy to use too small a delivery hole as the pressure is not sufficient to carry through even small pieces of debris. It is better to let the water run over a plain surface and bubble against an obstruction. For example, on the delivery of the water from the pump to the holding tank it is possible to fit a sheet of 1/8 size aluminium that has been bent in such a fashion that it will hook on to the tank and provide a platform in which the pumped water will run along and hit a turned end, which throws the water up and out in a thin sheet. Weirs, too, should be so fitted to utilise the full length of their construction to ensure that the water layer passing over them is no deeper than the thickness of paper.

Another improvement on my design would be the provision of glass windows in the concrete fronts to enhance the enjoyment of looking at the fishes. When my next fish house is built this will be incorporated (D.V.!).

**BREEDER’S NOTEBOOK**

**My First Spawning of Barbus schuberti**

By MRS. J. H. PARTRIDGE

A LARGE well-planted aquarium housing several types of barbs makes a very pretty scene, and spawning most of them creates no great problems. I have spawned quite a few but never with such surprising results as my first attempt with the _Barbus schuberti_.

About a year ago I bought two very small ones but they grew well and it soon became clear that I had two females. Obtaining barbs all the year has always been a problem, so that I was unable to get any more for quite a long time. Then, a short while ago I saw some offered for sale in an advertisement and after a variety of mishaps due to the vagaries of British Railways the fish arrived. They were very small, almost still in the fry stage, and one died a few days after arrival, but the other one is still going strong and has grown quite well although only a third the size of the two females.

Until very recently I was not sure of this young barb’s sex, but thought it was a male. Then I decided to try and prove which sex it was by attempting to spawn it with one of the females. So far it has not shown the slightest interest in either of them, which made me doubt that it was a male. A 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. tank was already set up for breeding barbs, though I had not decided which one I was going to breed. The breedings tank had about 8 in. of aged tap water, a thicket of nylon wool mops in the centre and the temperature was set at 79°F (26°C).

I placed the small barb in the breeding tank on its own for 2 days and continued feeding in the usual way. About 10 p.m. on the third day I introduced a female, turned off the light and left them to get on with it. Much to my surprise the following morning they were eagerly spawning. Two hours later when they seemed to be tiring but had so far made no attempt to eat any of the 200 to 300 eggs I could see on the wool, I decided to remove them and added a few drops of methylene blue to the water. It was a big disappointment when less than 24 hours later all the eggs on the wool mops turned white, but in the hope that there would still be some eggs that would hatch I left the tank undisturbed.

On returning from work the following day, which was less than 48 hours after spawning, I was delighted to see quite a few larvae bobbing about in the gravel. Three days later, when they were free-swimming, I could see that the spawning had been a good one and I had no longer any doubt about the sex of this young barb.

The fry grew rapidly on Infusoria and at the end of the week it became quite clear that they were grossly
Aqua-tip

HAVING recently built a fish house and having a fair number of large fish, I have found that conventional fish food was rather expensive, a large tin lasting me only about a fortnight! Because of this, I decided to have a go at making my own. After looking in various books on the subject I found the main ingredients required were fish, meat, greens, cereal. I read this over to myself and suddenly thought of a T.V. advert which used to say ‘... with fish and meat it’s quite complete...’ and so a tin of that particular cat food was purchased from the local supermarket. For greens I mixed spinach purée (although I have used mashed peas as well). For cereal I used some baby cereal that my young son refused to eat. This contained egg and added protein.

To make the fish food, the spinach and cat food were well mixed together and enough cereal was added to make a fairly dry paste. This was then spread on a baking tray (after getting permission from my wife! This is most important for the success of the recipe as a rather potent fishy aroma spreads around the kitchen in the next operation). The tray was then placed in a moderate oven, Regulo 5, until the mixture was thoroughly dry and brittle. It was then broken up into small pieces and stored in a sealed container, in my case a 2 oz. coffee jar.

The total cost of this food was only as 6d, including the price of the baby cereal.

When my food was first tried on the fish, results were disappointing as they did not seem over-keen, but when a small quantity of their usual dried food was added they seemed to eat it. After about a week, the proprietary food was left out of the feeding and only the home-brew offered. This was then eaten quite readily.

I have been using this food for about a month now and all my fishes are feeding well and looking well on the diet. Pairs of fish fed entirely on this food have been spawning and I find that it is not only cheaper but quite successful.

K. MARTIN
Secretary, Swindon & D. New A.S.

East is East

They say that when two Englishmen get together they form a queue, two Scotsmen a Burns' Society and two Irishmen—we, they just fight! I read an addition to this which stated that when two Japanese gentlemens meet they bow politely and one of them then commits hari kari.

The post-war Japanese nation startled the world by breaking into the electronics industry. 'Suicide!' said the world but the evidence of markets now jam-packed with the products of the Japanese activity are enough to prove that when an Oriental starts something he means business. Japanese ideas have paid off and none more so than in the sphere of fishkeeping.

On an average, the Japanese T.V. screens about six programmes per week on the hobby, some of them in beautiful colour! Most of these run for at least 30 minutes... not for the Sons of Heaven the typical English reference to aquarists lasting all of 3 or 4 minutes!

How the Doctor Did it

In such a programme, a Doctor Shono Yamamoto, a medical practitioner from Osaka, was describing his set-up for the benefit of the viewers. But what a set-up!

As the camera panned the aquarium both freshwater and marine fishes were to be seen happily swimming side by side in the same tank.

Commentator: 'But aren't those fish in that tank both fresh and salt water?'
Doctor: 'Yes, that is part of my hobby. I keep them together.'

Commentator: 'But my knowledge of the hobby says this is impossible? '

Doctor: 'Impossible to our way of thinking, but the fish aren't aware of this. They have been together now for quite some time.'

Commentator: 'But how do you do it?'

Doctor: 'Bundo-To is added to two parts of fresh and one of salt water.' (Bundo-To is a patent medicine to overcome fatigue and help invalids recuperate. It is made from sugar and various other chemicals.)

Now I realise that one swallow doesn't make a summer but as in confirmation the following week saw the same thing again, this time with a 900-gallon tank belonging to Mr Miyato of Tokyo. Imagine my feelings as auppy fanatic when I saw one of my favourite fish dancing like mad before a clown (Amphiprion Percula).

And as if that wasn't enough to test the credulity of any fishkeeper who happened to be viewing there was the sight of a butterfly fish (Choristodon sagabundus) playing 'Chine Me Charlie' with a goldfish. I felt like dashing
— and Salt is Fresh

outside and buying the first ceremonial dagger I came across.

Our trotted the same question. Like some Hollywood-trained American Indian the announcer asked: 'How?'

'Cant say,' came the reply from Mr Miyata. I am in the process of getting my idea patented by the Japanese Government.'

Think of the effects this would have on the hobby if it gained ground, to say nothing of the effects on our poor furnished aquaria judges. Those who scoff at the idea—let them remember that we also laughed in our tea when the Japanese said they would make wireless sets to fit inside a matchbox; fairly doubled up with mirth when they announced they would build an oil tanker bigger than our 'Queen'. Have they settled the argumentative question of what constitutes a community tank?

Guppy Comment

By BILL ARMITAGE

I’m only when one is present at the preliminaries to benching at a combined table show of guppies and other varieties of fish, that one realises the advantages the guppy breeder has over the exhibitors of other fish. The guppy breeder arrives at the show with his fish in standard show jars neatly packed in a case, while the exhibitor arrives loaded with bags of water, jars and tanks of various shapes and sizes. The guppies are shown and judged with a minimum of handling on a decorative stand; the benching of the other fish in odd-shaped containers on staging of many dimensions leaves a lot to be desired when compared with the neat and orderly set-up of the guppy display.

There are several pitfalls which the novice guppy breeder must avoid. The first and by far the most important is the problem of runts. It is essential that all malformed fish be destroyed as soon as any deformity becomes apparent. One has to be ruthless—there is no other answer. If allowed to breed a runt can do untold damage to a strain.

Another fault of almost equal importance is overfeeding. It takes a great deal of time and patience to find a measured diet, therefore it is advisable for the beginner to watch a more experienced breeder feeding his fish before attempting to feed his own.

The beginner will soon find that lighting plays a big part in the maintenance of his furnished tanks. For instance, if the light is too strong, especially if it is direct sunlight, algae will soon establish itself, and if allowed to thrive will in a very short time envelope the whole of the tank. Therefore it is essential from the very outset that the novice should use only the amount of light necessary for the growth of his plants.

Guppy breeders sometimes tend to overlook the Indian fern as a utility plant, because of its low price. But beginners shouldn’t allow this to deter them from growing it. In a display tank, if well grown its soft, pale green foliage makes it a very decorative plant, and in this respect it rivals a lot of plants in the higher price range.

From the beginner’s point of view it has many advantages. The fact that it will grow under most conditions makes it particularly useful, and as its growth is very profuse it feeds greedily on any waste matter that may collect on the bottom of the tank, thus disposing of any toxic substances. The young floating plants which are cast off by the parent plant are most useful in the breeding tank, as they provide excellent cover for young fry. Having served this purpose they can then be planted in the compost to propagate.

There is no doubt that the public relations of both the specialist guppy clubs are sadly lacking. Meetings have been held between the F.G.A. and the F.G.B.S. to try and fix a set of common standards. It has been said that joint shows aren’t the answer to this question. If this is true how can we assess the good and the bad points of each other’s standards without such shows? Surely everyone concerned agrees, there are good and bad points on both sides, otherwise why the meetings? When all is said and done, we are only in a hobby so why not let us buzz our hatchets, and let us have some joint or invitation shows. We may all then find we have a lot more virtues than shortcomings.
Our knowledge of the possibly unique breeding habits of the discus fish has developed continuously over the past 30 years or so through the efforts of a number of aquarists and scientists. Growth of this knowledge provides an example used more than once by the late Dr Myron Gordon of the way in which observant aquarium-keepers can make valuable contributions to scientific studies of the habits of fishes. This article reviews the information on discus breeding that has been recorded in a variety of publications, many of which are now difficult to obtain without access to specialist libraries, with the aim of providing a guide for the amateur breeder of this species.
DISCUS fish have never been kept in large numbers by aquarists for the obvious reason that these are expensive fish to buy. Despite the small size of the aquarium discus population, however, there have been numerous reports of this fish spawning in tanks ever since importation began. This made it seem that this species shows no great reluctance about producing eggs in aquaria, although the frequency with which aquarists managed to get hatchings was very low and the incidence of rearing lower still.

The reputation of being difficult to raise was thus soon established for discus fry. Serious breeders tried all the known fry foods but without notable successes. Then the story of the dependence of the young fry on their parents (and hence the breeder's dependence on the good instincts of his fish!) began to unfold.

In 1955, Roy and Gwen Skipper, well-known husband and wife aquarists of Hendon A.S., had their first spawning of discus fish, and published the results of this with their observations in the British journal WATER LIFE in the following year. They removed the eggs, laid on a leaf of Echinodorus rugaei on 23rd October, from the breeding tank, and although these hatched the fry slowly died away. Newly hatched brine shrimp, slipper animalsulae (Paramecium) and micro worms were all offered but were ignored by the fry. The account of subsequent events that was later published is in part printed here.

Report by Roy and Gwen Skipper

Only six fry were left on 1st November and these had not grown at all. Even the finest of pond Infusoria was not accepted. By November the last of the fry had died. We were very disappointed, but we had the good fortune to have a second spawning coming along. This spawning we decided to leave with the parents and, although not successful, we made some interesting observations. Fungused eggs were ignored entirely; this is surprising, as most cichlids remove them. Both parents fanned the eggs, taking positions each side of the leaf and fanning the eggs violently with their pectorals. The pectoral fins of a S. discus are quite enormous and are equipped with very powerful muscles, thus a great deal of water is moved when this operation is in progress.

The fourth day after spawning the parents moved the wriggling fish to the underside of the leaf and a certain amount of mouth-cleaning went on. Any wriggling fish that fell off the leaf were picked up by one of the parents and blown back on to the leaf. At this stage there was much less fanning going on. The parents cared for the wriggling larvae until the sixth day after spawning and then they ate them.

There followed a spawning session extended over 8 weeks with the pair laying eggs regularly at 6 day intervals. Many things were tried and each spawning was split and subjected to different treatments. Water conditions, temperature, filtration, aeration, circulation, antibiotics and a host of different microscopic foods (pure cultures obtained through the good services of the Curator of the Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa at Cambridge) were investigated, but still the fry did not feed. When the end of the spawning period came we were thankful for some rest. The quest for an answer to the problem had occupied a great deal of time and it was always early morning before we got to bed.

The advice and co-operation of notable breeders and ichthyologists were sought, among them Dr. E. T. Trevavas and Messrs. A. Fraser-Brumner, E. Rollf, M. Smykala, F. Bates, E. D. Cameron and W. A. Bone. The information gleaned was put into practice, but still with no success. Twelve days from the egg was the best

Discus Dates

1840 Named (Symphysodon discus) and described by Dr. Johann Heckel.

1933 First exported from the Brazilian Amazon and given the popular name 'pompadour'.

1935 First recorded aquarium spawning by Gustave Armbruster of Philadelphia.

1939 Other records followed this, such as those by Dwight Winters of Pittsburgh and (in 1939) by Hansjoachim Misch of Berlin, and the difficulty of raising the fry became well recognised.

1949 Young discus were observed to hang against the sides of their parents by Mrs. W. T. Dodd of Portland, Oregon.

1951 Spawning were recorded by Louis Naphan of St. Louis, with some success in rearing limited numbers of the young in the absence of the parents.

1956-57 Reports by Roy and Gwen Skipper (Hendon A.S.) in Britain and by Gene Wolfsheimer of California in the U.S.A. described the feeding process of the discus fry.

1959 W. H. Hildemann, after laboratory investigation of specimens provided by Roy and Gwen Skipper, reported that 'discus milk', produced by the skin of the parents, was the natural first food of the fry.

1961 Stimulation of production of 'discus milk' by injection of the hormone prolactin into S. discus was reported by N. Egami and S. Ishii.

1964 Skin changes in S. atilis and S. varius, resembling those accompanying the 'milk' production, after injection of prolactin, were recorded by V. Blum and K. Fiedler.
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we could do, and never did we observe (microscopically or otherwise) any food taken by the fry.

The rest period lasted 6 weeks and on 8th February we had another spawning. On this occasion the help of Mr and Mrs J. Robertshaw, also of Hendon A.S., was enlisted. The eggs were shared, and an even greater number of conditions were tried in an endeavour to get the fry to live and feed, but the best result was the same as before. The fry absorbed the yolk sac and then died.

The second spawning (new series) followed on 15th February, and it was agreed to let the parents have another attempt at raising a family. Our diary notes are as follows:

14th February. The pair were cleaning a leaf of *Echinodorus rangeri*; this was a half-hearted effort and not at all like the usual cichlid pre-spawning clean-up. The pair had a peculiar courting action which consisted of a convulsive shudder or shake. This was a definite sign that a spawning would take place within 24 hours.

15th February. As in all previous spawns, the fish chose the early evening to spawn—7 p.m.—and, as always, on the lower half of an *E. rangeri* leaf's upper surface. Half of the leaf was cut off and given to the Robertshaws, leaving about 150 eggs.

16th February. Both parents were tending eggs with care.

17th February. The parents were fanning eggs continuously.

18th February. The parents transferred the now wriggling eggs to the underside of an old *E. rangeri* leaf.

19th February. The wriggling fry seemed to have been reduced in number considerably and we estimated about 80 were left.

20th February. The fry were now wriggling feversishly on the ends of individual threads. The parents mouthed the fry and transferred them about the leaf. The continuous fanning had now been reduced to an occasional flutter of fins.

21st February. The fry were now concentrated in the centre of the underside of the leaf, wriggling violently. The male seemed to want to keep the female away by blocking her path.

By 22nd February the fry were free-swimming and a number were swimming around the parents' heads and bodies. The remainder were concentrated in a large 'drop' somewhat like a swarm of bees hanging on a bough from which the fry left periodically and swim around the parents, returning to the swarm occasionally. By evening all the fry had left the leaf and were surrounding the parents like 'flies round a jam pot'. They appeared to be biting at the parents' skin, mostly around the dorsal area.

23rd February. All the fry were definitely feeding, pulling and jerking off both parents continuously. We had to call in several other observers to witness the strange behaviour, we were so sure nobody would have

---

**Summary of discus breeding data from published reports**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temp.</td>
<td>85°F (29°C)</td>
<td>86°F (30°C)</td>
<td>80°F (27°C)</td>
<td>75°F (26°C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water pH</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness (p.p.m. as calcium carbonate)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>50*</td>
<td>68*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin of breeders</td>
<td>Imported</td>
<td>Imported</td>
<td>Imported</td>
<td>Bred in U.S.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of breeders</td>
<td>'Large'</td>
<td>80 gallons</td>
<td>50 gallons</td>
<td>4 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank size</td>
<td>80 gallons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30 gallons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spawning surface</td>
<td>Slate</td>
<td>Stone</td>
<td>Slate</td>
<td>Red building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of eggs</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>tile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatching time (days)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>165 (five spawnings)</td>
<td>125 (two spawnings)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. reared</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional notes</td>
<td>Eggs removed</td>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>Eggs removed</td>
<td>Young reared with parents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spawning interval</td>
<td>from parents</td>
<td>removed</td>
<td>from parents</td>
<td>parents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when young not kept</td>
<td>8 days</td>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

* Ion-exchange water softener used.
† By progressive addition of filtered rain water and distilled water to tap water initially 300 p.p.m.
believed us. Although both parents seemed capable of feeding the young, both had rest periods and, by a flick of the body, were capable of wiping off all the fry on to the other parent.

24th February. The fry had grown space and some were ½ in. long and ¼ in. deep. We tried feeding newly hatched brine shrimp, but this was ignored.

25th February. The fry were still feeding continuously from parents and growing rapidly.

27th February. The male parent was seen to bully the female and, as most of the fry were now feeding from the female, it was decided that the male fish should be moved.

28th February. The female was much more settled now that the male had been taken out and the fry were still feeding from her. No other introduced foods were taken.

1st March. A few of the more adventurous fry took a little brine shrimp today.

2nd March. The fry readily went for brine shrimp today so feeds were arranged every 2 hours throughout the day. Nevertheless, they were still feeding from the female, too, and never ventured more than 1 in. or so away from her side. The female was able to draw the cloud of brine shrimp around her by "pulling" the water with her pectorals.

3rd March. The fry were now feeding on micro worms and Cyclops nauplii (through 60-to-the-inch mesh gauze).

4th March. The fry were getting a little more adventurous and venturing slightly farther afield. Cyclops nauplii were fed mostly, as they were plentiful and lived longer in soft water than brine shrimp. Size of fry was now about ½ in. long and ¼ in. deep.

10th March. The fry were still growing well, fed at 2-hour intervals, but were feeding from the female occasionally.

12th March. Four young were removed to a prepared 36 in. by 15 in. by 15 in. tank and they fed straight away. They seemed rather lost without the female as she had taken the youngsters to the food.

18th March. Some of the fry now took dwarf white
worms, chopped ordinary white worm and even tried to eat some of the white worm fed to the female. The parent guarded her brood well and challenged any strange observer, sometimes herding her brood behind a rock if she thought things were not quite right.

On 28th March all the fry were removed from the female and transferred to the 36 in. by 15 in. by 15 in. tank. They were 41 in number and were still feeding from the parent occasionally. A day later the fry were feeding on unscreened Daphnia.

On 29th April the fry (still 41 of them) averaged 1½ in. long and 2 in. deep and were perfect miniature S. discus, showing remarkable colour.

Summarizing, we are well aware that our report conflicts with others, but we design to offer the following synopsis of what we did to rear successfully five wild baby pompadour S. discus, 1½ in. long to 6 in. adult specimens, capable of breeding:

**Water.** Soft; not more than 80 p.p.m. (about 3.5 English degrees—Clark). Acid, pH 6.2 to 6.6.

**Food.** Adults: white worms, garden worms, gnat larvae, glassworms, Daphnia, scraped raw meat (beef and ox liver), herring roe (hard), minced shrimp or prawn. It is advisable to vary the diet continuously as it is quite difficult to get S. discus to take different foods if they have been used to repeated feeding on one particular type.

**Fry.** The newly hatched S. discus are not small, perhaps just under the size of angels, but their mouths are extremely tiny, and for a time it appears that they are only capable of sucking food in. Fourteen days from spawning is the earliest we have known S. discus to take newly-hatched brine shrimp or sifted Cyclopa nauplii.

**Tank set-up.** Lime-free compost and rocks to conserve the soft, acid character of the water. Plants should be of firm-leaved species, such as Echinodorus or Sagittaria. Floating plants are also appreciated.

**Temperature.** 75-84°F. No increase in temperature necessary to induce fish to spawn.

**Filtration.** Continuous peat filter, using only nylon yarn and horticultural peat filling.

----

In the U.S.A. Gene Wolfsheimer was also making observations on the nature of the feeding of discus fry, and these he reported in the AQUARIUM at the beginning of 1967. An extract from Gene Wolfsheimer's article is given.

**Report by Gene Wolfsheimer**

It was a typical cichlid spawning with the chosen site the building tile. This had been picked at and scrubbed clean with their mouths. Soon the rubbing actions of the female against the tile started producing eggs and she was followed by the male in a similar manner. He spread his milt over the eggs, fertilising them.

The next day the eggs had disappeared, probably eaten by the disturbed parents because of the other two fish in the aquarium with them. Five days later they spawned again. During this spawning the other two fish were removed without giving the breeding fish much anxiety. These extra two fish, which were an easily apparent sexed pair, were placed in the other aquarium with the remaining three discus.

The breeders took care of their eggs by fanning them and picking them clean but many started fanning and on the third day the eggs were eaten.

Three days later, on 10th October, the pair spawned again. They took good care of the small spawning this time. The cooperation between them was something to behold. One was always on top of the eggs, fanning and picking them clean. The other fish stood guard duty, touring the aquarium for possible hidden enemies. As the touring fish moved up to relieve the fish caring for the eggs, the switch was made with a beauty and grace and without the fanning missing a beat. Occasionally both worked over the eggs.

On 13th October the eggs hatched. Still unable to swim, and being sustained by their yolk sacs, the fry were removed to a previously cleaned underside of the sword plant leaf. The aquariums for the discus are bare with the exception of a potted sword plant and some Cryptocoryne griffithii. Water spritz floats at the surface and the fish seem to enjoy a sense of security this gives them. The aquarium bottoms are bare for easy cleaning.

From the underside of the leaf, the new fry were moved to the side of the plant pot by day, only to be moved back under the leaf at night.

The fry were free-swimming on the 17th and unlike...
other young cichlids who school up and start searching for their first food, the baby discus immediately went up to the sides of the parents. They seemed to stick very closely and at this time were observed most carefully. As past discus breeders have reported, it was found to be quite true. The young fish were nursing off the sides of the parents. The protective slime that covers the sides of the adults also supplied the first and only food for the babies. It was an experience I had yet to witness during my fish-breeding career—to watch the fry head into the huge sides of the parents, apparently dig its head in, jerk to one side with a tearing motion and go back to do this again and again. When there seemed to be a scarcity of this food on one of the parents, the fry would migrate to the other. At first such baby foods as newly hatched brine shrimps and screened rotifers were ignored. After about a week of feeding off of the adults, a few fry would venture away long enough to try and snatch at some of these foods. They grew quite rapidly and eventually were netted out to be raised separately and to give the parents another opportunity to spawn again...

It has been noted since, that just prior to spawnings the parent fish seem to acquire an extra-heavy coating of this protective slime. When light reflects off them as they turn into a certain position, their sides seem to be covered almost frost-like in appearance.

\[ ... \]

**Investigations by W. H. Hildemann**

Further observations by Roy and Gwen Skipper led them to think that microscopic life on the skin of the discus parents was being used as food. Accordingly, they offered the fry likely microscopic organisms such as the alga *Oedogonia* and the infusorian *Fritziella*. However, this did not prove to be a successful measure to keep the fry alive in the absence of their parents. What was the food that the skin of the parents yielded?

Dr. W. H. Hildemann, who became interested in the problem, suggested to Roy Skipper that a special secretion from the adults’ skin might be the source of nourishment. For this aspect to be further examined, Roy Skipper agreed to allow his breeding discus to be anaesthetised and microscope examination of their skin was made.

Dr. Hildemann reported his findings in the *American Naturalist* in these words:

‘The skin and scales of non-breeding adults revealed nothing extraordinary—only the dense melanin pigmentation and scattered guanine crystals which make this species so colourful. A slight mucous coating, especially above the lateral line, was seen under high magnification. Adult breeders in process of rearing young, however, presented an entirely different appearance. Even to the unaided eye, it was apparent that both parents possessed an abundant whitish material over the entire surface of the body. Under the microscope no algea, protozoans, rotifers, or crustaceans were observed on the parents, but a copious mucous secretion with a granular composition covered the entire body including

the fins. The secretion was more concentrated dorsally and, when rubbed gently with the finger, it became filamentous. Clumps and filaments of this mucus were readily dislodged into the surrounding water by rubbing the skin. The mucus had considerable cohesiveness and even the larger young had to tug and jerk to remove it from the parents. When placed on a glass slide and examined at 430 x the mucus was observed to be acellular and amorphous and, therefore, undoubtedly a secretion.’

In this way the nature of the ‘discus milk’ came to be established, although its exact chemical make-up and what causes it to be produced were questions awaiting answers. The likelihood is that the ‘milk’ comes to be
made as a result of a breeding hormone being released within the fish during spawning.

In recent years it has been shown by injections of the hormone prolactin that discus fish can artificially be made to secrete the 'milk' and that the skin changes normally occurring after spawning also develop after the prolactin injection. Prolactin is a hormone known to play a part in the reproductive activities of many animals, so that its involvement in this special aspect of discus breeding is not too surprising.

The Editor gratefully acknowledges the co-operation he has received from Gene Wolfshauser and Ray Skipper in the preparation of this review.
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dinals), two zebras, a pair of platys (one red and one yellow wagtail perhaps) and a pair of black mollies. One kuhli loach as a scavenger in a smaller tank and an Otocinclus or sucking catfish as an algae-eater (the more usual sucking loach would be too large).

Community Cichlids
Keeping larger fish is a new venture for me. I have recently acquired two young zebra cichlids and two five-mouths. Will these fish live in a community tank with fish of their own size, such as mollies? If the answer is no, is it possible to keep a variety of cichlids together?

It is unreliable to offer general statements about the behaviour of cichlids towards one another or to other fishes because individual fishes vary in their aggressiveness and much depends on other circumstances. Young cichlids reared in a community tank with other fish that they subsequently outgrow in size sometimes continue to live peacefully with them, but if they develop the breeding urge then the other fishes might suddenly be attacked. Also, in tanks 36 in. or longer, it is more possible that a peaceful community will be established since there is more room for the fish to claim the small areas of 'territory' that they like to keep as their own. This is the main factor that will decide whether a variety of cichlids can be kept together. If they have room to keep clear of one another then, apart from occasional boundary skirmishes, there should be no damage. Again, however, if one pair begins to breed they are likely to become more of a threat to others. Care should be taken with such 'uneasy' communities to see that all the fish are getting their proper share of food, because the dominant fish may well scare the others away at feeding times.
Aquarium-Keeper in Denmark

At the Midland Association of Aquarium Societies annual convention and show on 13th April at Leamington Spa on the 14th May (at which Lockheed A.S. were the hosts) the chief speaker was Mr Lolf Nielsen, famous Danish aquarist and breeder and secretary of the Copenhagen Aquarium Society. Mr Nielsen's talk covered the hobby in Denmark and some very interesting comparisons were made with the hobby's organisation in this country. Mr Gerald Jennings, of the International Marine Study Society, who was himself lecturing at the convention, gives the following report of Mr Nielsen's talk.

The organisation of the hobby in Denmark shows a marked difference from the set-up in this country. There, the Danish Aquarium Union (D.A.U.) is now the major central body. There is a 'House of Representatives', consisting of persons who each has already been elected as chairman of a small area group of societies. For instance, let us say there are four societies in Jutland. Each society elects one member to the area group committee, so that this committee consists of four officials, one of whom is chosen to be chairman. This chairman, together with the chairman of all other areas, makes up the 'House of Representatives' of the D.A.U. The membership fees to the societies are about the equivalent of 35s. This figure includes an annual subscription to the printed monthly journal published by the D.A.U. The D.A.U. obtains its income by a charge to member societies of 2s per head. The magazine is unique in Europe in that it is planned to form an up-to-date reference library on all subjects. The pages have a filing code and are not numbered. Each page has printed on either side only one topic and the advertisements are printed together so that they can be removed in their entirety without loss to any article. The folders in which the pages can be filed are all cross-referenced and when one item is superseded by later information the affected page is discarded and a new one inserted. In this manner the book is kept up-to-date.

There is a large open show held in Copenhagen annually, with one of the three Copenhagen societies sponsoring it each year. There is no entry fee for exhibits—but beware! All the exhibits are furnished aquariums and vivaria, divided into two classes: over 100 litres (22 gallons) and under 100 litres. This includes breeders' classes, where the whole brood has to be shown. The show lasts for about 10 days, during which time the fish are on view to the public. A lottery is also held and would seem to be a very profitable concern, judging by the numbers of tickets seen littering the floor in Mr Nielsen's cine film of the occasion which was screened at the convention.

The society to which Mr Nielsen belongs celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 1965, when the King of Denmark attended their show. The meetings of this society, which are usually held monthly, are also well organised affairs. Starting with the business and the Board's report, the main speaker or a film follows; then comes an auction of fishes bred by members and a tombola to raise a little more money. No wonder these Danish societies can boast of healthy bank accounts!
club show with TAUNTON A.S. also took place recently. The judge was Mr Matley of Bournemouth and awards were made as follows: Coldwater: 1, London shubunkin (Taunton); 2 and 3, Bristol shubunkin (Yeovil), 1st, red headstander (Taunton); 2, redtalked black shark (Taunton); 3, red fighter (Yeovil). Taunton therefore hold the shield for 1967.

AT the annual dinner and social of the ISLE OF WIGHT A.S., Mr and Mrs J. Stillwell travelled over to the Island to present the cups and trophies that had been competed for over the year. Awards were made as follows: The L.O.W. challenge cup (points cup), Mr W. Bradley (runner up: Mr E. T. Davison); Horseshot (furnished aquaria), Mr J. Woods; Tetra cup, Mr W. Judges; Cuppy cup, Mr S. Stevens; best tropical fish, Mr E. T. Davison; Hendon cup (best coldwater fish), Mr E. T. Davison; Plant cup, Mr R. Netten. Medals awarded for more than 3 fish: Mr E. T. Davison (8 firsts); Mr W. Bradley (5 firsts); Mr R. Netten (3 firsts).

At the society's A.G.M., officers elected were: chairman, Mr W. G. Jones; vice-chairman, Mr K. Willas; treasurer, Mr L. Davis; secretary, Mr E. T. Davison (Aquarist Cafe, Old Village, Shanklin, L.O.W.); show secretary, Mr J. Hobbs; committee: Mr S. Stevens; committee: Mr J. Nolan, Mr J. Woods; Mr W. Bradley, Mr C. Perry.

Finally, to round off a busy month, a very pleasant outing was made to Marshall's Aquaria, Backhurst Hill. After lunch in London, two hours were spent at Marshall's and the rest boat was caught back to the Island.

FOLLOWING the suggestion for monthly events made in PETFISH MONTHLY, this type of show has become very popular with members of SOUTHEND, LEIGH & D.A.S. and Mr S. C. Halsey who was judging the recent mini-tank table show had a difficult task with so many entries reaching a really good standard. Places were finally awarded as follows: 1 and 2, Mr E. Thompson; 3, Mr R. Willins; 4, Mr Pappett. Results of other well-supported table shows have been: Platts: 1, Mr Pappett (red wagtail); 2, Mr D. Cheeswright (black); 3, Mr Pappett (festival); 4, Mr D. Cheeswright (red). Swordtails: 1, Mr S. Norris (green); 2, Mr D. Roberts (red); 3, Mr E. Thompson (red); 4, Mr J. Cooper (red). Simpson.

The club is now meeting at St. Andrews Hall, Electric Avenue, Westcliff-on-Sea (opposite the Easiddo Cinema and 100 yards from Chalkwell Park). New members are always welcome and can obtain details from the secretary, Mr M. J. Willis (17 Arundel Gardens, Westcliff).

SEVERAL members of NEWPORT A.S., led by the general secretary Mr Ivor Phillips and show secretary Mr Michael Parry, visited CHELTENHAM A.S. on the 26th April to compete in an inter-club table show there. The judge was Mr H. Pinks, well-known author and hobbyist, who admired coping with the difficult task. The result proved to be a victory for the visiting society, who won by 543 points to 526 in the egglayer class and by 521 to 543 in the livebearer class. Individual winners were: Egglayers: joint 1st, Mr F. G. James (Newport) and Mr N. Hughes (Cheltenham); joint 4th, Mr J. Parry (Newport) and Mr L. Tomlin (Cheltenham). Livebearers: 1 and 2, Mr F. G. James (Newport); 3, Mr R. Compson (Cheltenham).

At the society's monthly meeting, the guest speaker was Mr Norman Mason-Smith (Cambridge) who took with him his excellent 8 and 16 mm. films on aquatic and allied subjects. Club members were joined by visitors and friends from the neighbouring societies of BARRY, CARDIFF and LLANTWIT MAJOR for this meeting.

The fifth annual open show of the society has been arranged for Saturday, 14th September, the venue being Duffryn Junior High School, Newport and three judges for the event have so far been appointed: Mr Barry James (Cheltenham), Mr Dennis Bayldon (Wrexham-super-Mare) and Mr Jim Sanders (Bridgehead).

A LECTURE by a local veterinary surgeon provided a very interesting meeting for members of RUNNYMEDE A.S. recently. The lecturer explained that the study of fishes was gradually winning the interest of members of his profession and that hobbyists might look forward to greater co-operation with veterinary practitioners in future. Recent lectures have given members of the club a really varied programme. They have enjoyed a slide and tape show on plants loaned by Rugby A.S., a talk on fishhouse construction, a talk on marine and a demonstration by two club members on how to furnish a 4.4 in. by 4 in. show tank.

Table show results have been: Characins: 1, Mr Sillanks (black widow); 2, Mr McDowall (penguin); 3, Mr Richardson (Australian rainbow). Cichlids: 1 and 3, Mr Groenendal (angels); 2, Mr Sharps (fremouth). Pairs: 1, Mr K. Smith (fighters); 2, E. Parry (rosy barbs and Coldwater): 1 and 2, Mr N. Rickards.

IF THE LIVERPOOL SECTION of the FANCY GUPPY ASSOCIATION were to adopt a motto it would surely have to be 'Excellence'. Entries, attendances and new memberships increase with each successive show. At the May open show, 160 top-class guppies were entered, there was a very large attendance and six new members were recruited. Competition on the show bench was so keen that the award for best fish in the show resulted in a draw between six very good guppies, each with 77 points. Quite an achievement for so young a section. One of the highlights of the show was a demonstration given by Mr Bill Henderson on how to set up a tank; this tank was later the prize in the raffle. The chairman, Mr Ken Rigby, presented silver guppies to both Mr Brian Grieve and Mr Ken Clarke.

ALTHOUGH other shows were being held on the same day as the LEIGH A.S. annual open show, the number of entries was nearly 300%, up on last year's figure. A special attraction was the stand put up by members of the Liverpool Aquarist Society, the Joint Branch of the F.G.A. Judges Mr C. Walker (B.A.S.) and Mr A. E. Bloom (F.N.A.S.) carried out their task with the efficiency associated with the bodies they represent.

The trophy for the best tropical entry in the show went to Miss C. Broodwood (Leigh). Results were:
TREASURERS of societies affiliated to the FEDERATION OF BRITISH AQUATIC SOCIETIES! Have you paid your subscriptions for the year yet? Over sixty societies in the counties listed below have done so, but there are many more to follow and the treasurer, Mr R. Dews of 5 Farm Close, Cranborne, Berks, would find it very helpful if those who have not yet done so would send him their affiliation fees as soon as possible. Payed up members are: Berks, 3; Bucks, 1; Cambridge, 1; Dorset, 1; Essex, 6; Herts, 2; Hunts, 7; Gloucester (F.d.), 1; Kent, 5; London, 10; Middlesex, 1; Northants, 2; Surrey, 8; Somerset, 1; Wiltshire, 1. Other societies who are interested in joining the F.B.A.S should write for details to the secretary, Mr Ken Pye, 35 Steels Road, London, N.W.3.

AT THE ORSAM A.S. open table show in May, the judges were Mr B. Pengelly (F.N.A.S.), Mr P. Moorshead (F.N.A.S.), Mr G. R. Collins (F.N.A.S.), Mr L. Bruce (F.N.A.S.) and Mr J. Gibbons (F.N.A.S.). There were 320 exhibits and the best on show was awarded to Mr J. Robinson of Mercyside whose exhibit in the large characin class was awarded 85 points.

Other results were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Judges</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cambridge librarian, Mr A. Hulyer; publicity, Mr G. P. Rivett; support committee, Mr A. E. Abbe, Mr Hulyer, Mr Human, Mr Sanderson, Mr Sharp. An increase in membership and an encouraging future programme looks like heralding one of the most successful years in the society's history. There is a new venue to be noted—the Rose and Crown at the corner of Newmarket Road and East Road, Cambridge, where meetings are held on the first Tuesday in each month. All welcome, juniors needed!

The Cup Final did not deter about 200 people attending the most successful ever show held by the Society. There were over 140 entries, judged by Mr Stewart of London, who awarded the best fish in show and best egglayer prize to Mr A. Hulyer for his snakekin gourami (8½ pts). Best livebearer award went to Mr Ott, best cold-water to Mr M. A. Hulyer and best fish bred to Mr W. Ingeve. Class winners were:

- Coldwater 1 and 2, Mr A. Hulyer; 3, Mr M. S. Cotter; 4, Mr Sharp.
- A.A.W. Livebearers: 1, Mr Ott (8½ pts); 2, Mr Ingeve (8½ pts); 3, Mr Ott (8½ pts); 4, Mr Sharp (8½ pts).
- Barb: 1, Mr Ott (8½ pts); 2, Mr Ingeve (8½ pts); 3, Mr Ott (8½ pts).
- Other Aquariums: 1, Mr A. Hulyer (snakekin gourami); 2, Mr S. Cotter (black pea): 3, Mr Ott (paradise; 4, Mr Sharp (paradise).
- 2, Mr A. Hulyer (blue pea); 3, Mr N. E. Radford (yellow barb); 4, Mr Sharp (black barb).
- 1, Mr A. Hulyer (aloos Clown; milbardi barb); 2, Mr S. Cotter (snakekin gourami).
- 1, Mr Ott (aloos Clown); 2, Mr Sharp (aloos Clown).
- 1, Mr A. Hulyer (aloos Clown); 2, Mr Ott (aloos Clown).
- Miniature aquariums: 1, Mr A. Hulyer (aloos Clown); 2, Mr Ott (aloos Clown); 3, Mr Ingeve (aloos Clown).
- Fish breeding: 1, Mr S. Cotter; 2, Mr Ingeve; 3, Mr Ott; 4, Mr Sharp.

Second awards: 1, third awards 2, and all other entries 1 point.

Results at the Coventry show were:

- A.A.W. Livebearers: 1, Mr B. Scully (firetongue black melania; Coventry, 71 pts); 2, Mr B. Woodford (sunset platy, Rugby, 71 pts); 3, Mr and Mrs Pearson (unregistered platy, Rugby, 72 pts); 4, Mr A. G. Jasper.
- 1, Mr B. Scully (blue gourami; Coventry, 72 pts); 2, Mr B. Woodford (sunset platy, Rugby, 72 pts); 3, Mr B. Woodford (sunset platy, Rugby, 72 pts); 4, Mr A. G. Jasper.

Open classes: a, aquarium plants: 1, Mr B. Woodford (77 pts); 2, Mr and Mrs Scully (74 pts); 3, Mr and Mrs Pearson (67 pts).
- b, aquarium fish: 1, Mr B. Woodford (76 pts); 2, Mr and Mrs Pearson (66 pts). Furcifer species: 1, Mr P. Underwood (silver beta, 64 pts); 2, Mr T. G. C. Mitola (Paracheirodon inermis, 71 pts).

The final results of the 1966-1967 championship saw Coventry in the winning place with 70 points, Asterstone 71, Rugby 71, Leamington 64 and Northampton 47. Mr Les Dodge, secretary of M.A.A.S., and chairman of M.A.A.S., presented the COVENTRY EVENING TELEGRAPH Trophy to the winning society (in token only, as it happened, since the trophy itself did not arrive in time). Whilst the judging was taking place, Mr Anthony Evans, editor of FISHES MONTHLY, gave a talk on the physiology of fishes with particular reference to the varied uses of the swim bladder.

The MIDLAND ASSOCIATION OF AQUARIST'S SOCIETIES annual convention and open show held at Leamington Spa by the host club LOCKHEED A.S. was a most successful occasion. Detailed show results have not reached us yet, but reports of the excellent talks and large audience have arrived.

A lecture and film by Mr Leif Christensen of Denmark, a very enjoyable talk was given by Mr Gerald Jennings of the International Marine Study Society, illustrated with slides of very high standard.

The report has reached us, however, from the FEDERATION OF GUPPY BREEDERS SOCIETIES, of the results of their first open show of the year that was held at the M.A.A.S. Convention. There were 218 entries, judged by Dr Cole, Mr N. Court, Mr M. Delingpole, Mr A. Lindley and Mr S. Sharnard. Great interest was shown by the public and other exhibitors at the convention and judging was still in progress when the barriers were opened and within minutes the benches were crowded. The manner in which the judges continued with their work and yet satisfied the many aspiring enthusiasts was really worthy of note. The best in the show was a grey female with 91 points. Best opposite sex was a coloured veil with 74 points. Class winners were:

- Coloured veil: Miss M. Lindley; speckled, Mr J. D. Wakefield; dwarf, Mr R. G. Howih; black veil, Mr N. Court; dwarf, Mr G. Wheatsheaf; dwarf, Mr W. Ingeve; Veils, Mr L. A. Wakefield; Veils, Mr A. Lindley; Veils, Mr N. Court; Veils, Mr W. Ingeve. Class winners: coloured female, Mr F. J. Hall; miniature female, Mr P. R. Hall; Veils, Mr R. Chappell; Veils, Mr F. J. Hall; Veils, Mr R. Chappell; Veils, Mr F. J. Hall; Veils, Mr R. Chappell; Veils, Mr F. J. Hall; Veils, Mr R. Chappell; Veils, Mr F. J. Hall.

AT THE second annual inter-club table show held recently, PORTSMOUTH ISLE OF WIGHT, BRIGHTON, NEW FOREST, MID-SUSSEX, READING AND WORTHING A.S. Each club was limited to 12 entries and the plaque awarded for the highest number of points went to Kingston A.S. (Mr A. T. Brown from London).

The results of the table shows at the last two clubs meetings in May are also to hand. At the first show for danios, minnows, labyrants and miniature aquaria (judge; Mr C. Stopernick from Southampton), results were:

- Miniature aquaria: 1, Mr J. Stillwell; 2, Mr J. Stillwell; 3, Mr L. Howard; 4, Mr G. Marks; Danios: 1, 2 and 3, Mr M. Mason; 1, Mr J. Stillwell; 2, Mr J. Stillwell; 3, Mr J. Stillwell; 4, Mr J. Stillwell; 1, Miss M. Webb; 2, Mr A. Smith; 3, Mr H. Hooper. The best fish in show was awarded to Mr. M. Mason for a danio.

The second table show, for cichlids and characins, was judged by Mr J. Stillwell. Cichlids: 1, 2 and 3, Mr H. Hooper; Characins: Mr P. Wyllie; 2, 3 and 4, Mr G. Marks. Best fish in show, a cardinal exhibited by Mr P. Wyllie.

Mr A. W. SPENCER, show secretary of AHERSTONE A. S. thanks everyone for their work and wishes to him on entering hospital for a major operation. He looks forward to meeting all his friends at shows later in the year.

It is regretted that in error the size of the stainless steel aquarium priced £4, 8s 6d in Norwood Aquarium's advertisement last month (page 112) was given as 30 in. This should have read 24 in.
In Brief...

...THE VENUE for the BRADFORD & D.A.S. second Open Show on 19th July has now been re
disclosed. The show will be held at the Textile Hall, Westgate, Bradford 1, and show secretaries are asked to note this as it does differ from the location of Bradford's first show this Autumn.

...A CHANGE is also announced by LEEDS & D.A.S. This concerns the date of their Open Day Show. Originally planned for December 10th, the show has been changed to Sunday 26th November to avoid clashing with another local society. Club members recently enjoyed a talk by Mr R. Winterburn of Bradford on water gardens and results of the table show held at this meeting are: Marney trophy (plants): 1, Mr G. Boothroyd; 2, Mr G. Orchard; 3, Mrs F. McCourt. Society plaque (egglayer pairs): 1 and 3, Mr K. J. Bateman; 2, Mrs P. McCourt. Novice class: Master G. Hill.

...MEMBERS of WALTHAMSTOW & D.A.S. were able to benefit from the long experience of Mr H. Tisbury when he lectured to their recently on ponds and goldfish and they obtained a great deal of information from the lecturer on the questions put forward by the members. The society meets on Annie Avenue School, London, E.17 (near the police station) every second Wednesday in each month at 8.0 p.m. and the secretary, Mr D. Smalley (7 Thorpe Hall Road, Hale End Road, Walthamstow, E.17), welcomes enquiries from prospective new members.

...RESULTS of the table show held at the May meeting of HALTON & D.A.S. are: Plants: 1, 2 and 3, Mrs H. Smith; 4, Mr R. M. Greenall; 5, Mr G. Nash; 6, Mr L. Thorpe; 7, Mr D. Cohen. Egglayer pairs: 1, Mr Goodall and Mr Piper; 2, Mr G. Nash; 3, Mr D. Cohen.

...HOUNSLOW & D.A.S. hope to exceed last year's successful venture with this year's open show in September. They intend to improve on their number and quality of the trophies available; these evoked considerable admiration last year from competitors and spectators alike. Show schedules are obtainable from the secretary, Mr D. J. Woodward (36 Ellerine Road, Hounslow, Middlesex).

...BEST FISH of the Month award went to Mr C. Burnup at the May meeting of AIRERBOUGH & D.A.S. Other table show results were: Junior: 1 and 2, Master D. Lawson; 3, Master R. Later; Novice: 1, Mr G. Burnup; 2, Mr B. Megson; 3, Mrs C. Burnup. Specified: 1, Mr J. Whiteley; 2 and 3, Mr P. Iveson. A.O.V.: 1 and 2, Mr R. Later; 3, Mr B. Megson. The lecture at this meeting given by Mr Skinner on breeding Aplysias cecileum was a very enjoyable evening and the question time showed that members were greatly enjoying themselves.

...15 MEMBER societies support the ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH LONDON AQUARIIST SOCIETIES, who have planned an open show on the 2nd and 3rd July. A series of interclub matches are also being arranged and details of membership may be obtained from the secretary. Delegate meetings are held every quarter at the Association's headquarters at Sutton Adult School, Benhill Avenue, Sutton, Surrey and the next meeting is on 24th July at 8.0 p.m.

...WINNER of the Points Cup for 1966-67 at NOTTINGHAM & D.A.S. is Mr R. B. Riley, and the Appreciation Cup was awarded for services to the Society throughout the year has been presented to Mr and Mrs N. Goodliffe.

...GENERAL SECRETARY of the FEDERATION OF MARINE BREEDERS SOCIETIES Mr Malcolm H. Delingpole, has moved and his new address is: Fairfield, Radford Road, Alvechurch, Nr Birmingham (Hillsides 1959).

...A CHANGE of name is not indicative of a change of face, or so reads a report from the MARINE STUDY AQUATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN. The Society reports that due to the expansion of its overseas membership it has decided to adopt the name INTERNATIONAL MARINE STUDY SOCIETY from now on. Membership enquiries should be sent to Mr Keith Martin (158 Oxford Road, Swindon, Wilts.), who has been given the new post of membership secretary.

...THE FANCY GUPPY ASSOCIATION are congratulating themselves on coming to a very happy solution to the problem of relieving the work falling on the shoulders of their journal editor, Mr Jim Kelly. So reluctant were members at the A.G.M. to accept Mr K. that his resignation (offered entirely because of pressure of business) that considerable discussion took place on the problem of reducing the amount of work involved in producing the journal, and Mr Kelly finally agreed to carry on as editor provided that members were prepared to accept...
Dates for Your Diary

1st July. HUTTON GRAMMAR SCHOOL, A.S. second annual Open Show, Double, Long, Darts from show secretary, Mr. G. B. Bugg, 12 Cambridge House, Ross Road, Redhill, Surrey.

2nd July. YATE & D. A.S. first Open Trade Show. Details from show secretary Mr. G. B. Bugg, 12 Cambridge House, Ross Road, Redhill, Surrey.

3rd September. REIGATE & REDHILL A.S. first Open Show. Details from show secretary Mr. G. B. Bugg, 12 Cambridge House, Ross Road, Redhill, Surrey.

9th September. NOTTINGHAM A.S. second Open Show. Details from Mr. G. B. Bugg, 12 Cambridge House, Ross Road, Redhill, Surrey.

10th September. HUDDERSFIELD TROPICAL FISH SOCIETY Fifth Open Show. Details from Mr. G. B. Bugg, 12 Cambridge House, Ross Road, Redhill, Surrey.

14th September. HOUNSLOW & D.A.S. Open Show. Riverside School, Hounslow, Middlesex. Trophies presented by Mr. G. B. Bugg, 12 Cambridge House, Ross Road, Redhill, Surrey. Show schedules from Mr. Derek Woodward, 14 Ellesmere Road, Hounslow, Middlesex.

16th September. NEWPORT A.S. fourth Annual Open Show. Daffron Junior High School, Newport.

17th September. AITTERSTONE A.S. second Open Show.

22nd September. STOUGHTON A.C. Open Show.


27th September. SCRECKNELL & D.A.S. Open Show. Victoria Hall, Broad Street, Bournemouth. Details and show schedule from Mr. R. Stringfellow, 6 Hayfield Close, Cow, Farmborough, Hastings.

28th September. BLACKPOOL & FYLDE A.S. annual Open Show. Harrowside Salotan, South Preston, Blackpool.

29th September. MEDWAY A.S. Open Show. Orson's Parade, Lewes, East Sussex. Details from Mr. R. Stringfellow, 6 Hayfield Close, Cow, Farmborough, Hastings.


1st October. HEWORTH & D.A.S. Open Show. Herbert School, Horsforth, Leeds. Details from Mr. R. Stringfellow, 6 Hayfield Close, Cow, Farmborough, Hastings.

2nd October. STONE A.S. Open Show (preliminary). 3rd October. BRITISH AQUARIUMS FESTIVAL organised by the Federation of Northern Aquarists' Societies at Belle Vue Zoological Gardens, Manchester.

11th November. GOLDFISH SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN quarter-century assembly.

22nd November. LEEDS & D.A.S. Open Show. Details from show secretary Mr. G. B. Bugg, 12 Cambridge House, Ross Road, Redhill, Surrey.

2nd December. FEDERATION OF BRITISH AQUARIUMS ASSOCIATION Assembly.
WHAT A CRAZY WAY TO SELL A FISH FOOD!

Who on earth will buy Long John if all we show is a great big boot crushing one of the double size packs. Who wants to know if the pack is waterproof; uncrushable; protects the food perfectly; is easy to handle?

Well apparently you do by the demand for Long John. Or perhaps our advertising is lousy and the food is good.

ONG JOHN

140 grams
14/-

32 grams
4/3

15 grams
2/6

INTER-PET . DORKING . SURREY

(Sales division of Liquifry Co. Ltd.)

Tel: Dorking 2566

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Classified ADVERTISEMENTS

AQUATIC SUPPLIERS

BIRMINGHAM. People of the South Side of BIRMINGHAM. You now have your own shop. Call and see us. It will be your loss if you don’t. Always in stock: pool fish, fancy goldfish, all types of tropical fish, and now—inaexpensive well-hardened marine aquatics. Stop Press! Plenty of water lilies, just arrived, only 7s 6d, at Harvey Stock Aquatics, 1758 Pomeroy Road, Cotteridge, Birmingham.

CHELTENHAM AQUATICS. Largest selection of tropical and coldwater fish in Gloucestershire. Bow-fronted and stainless-steel aquarium, equipment, reptiles and amphibians for the water garden. 11 Suffolk Parade, Cheltenham. Phone Cheltenham 24949.

HIGH QUALITY TROPICAL FISH AND PLANTS. tanks and accessories. Ronada Ltd, Queen’s Park Aquarium, 153 Queen’s Road, Blackburn. Phone 37654. Professional aquarists. Personalised service.

KINGFISH keep fish in BATH, tropical and coldwater. Full range of equipment and books; bow fronts. Plants for pools and aquariums. Plastic and fiberglass pools, streams, fountains, reptiles and other animals. 23 Brock Street, Bath. Phone 4028.

OLDBURY’S OF CHESTER. 100 varieties tropical fish, freshwater and marine. 40 varieties plants. Equipment. Live foods. Evenings after 7 p.m. weekends 2 to 6 p.m. 36 Pearl Lane, Vicars Cross, Chester 41671.

PLYMOUTH TROPICALS for your fish, plants and equipment. North Hill Nurseries, Tavistock Road, Plymouth. Phone 62663.

TROPICAL FISH QUALITY PLANTS AND EQUIPMENT are now available at: Betta Pets (Bill Matthews & Don Thomson), 283 Ribbleton Lane, Preston (58709) Lanes.

TROPICAL AND COLDWATER FISH AND REPTILES, plants, equipment. Everything for the aquarist and petkeeper. 34 Hill order service. Why not pay us a visit? W. H. Smith Aquatics, 67 Reddish Lane, Gorton, Manchester 18.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates: 6d. per word (minimum charge 6s); Number 2x extra if required. Remittance with order to be sent to Petfish Monthly 554 Garratt Lane, S.W.17.

EQUIPMENT

LARGE AQUARIUM FRAMES, SHADES, STANDS. 1 x 1 x 1 in. steel angle; 30 x 15 x 12 in., 26s; 30 x 15 x 13 in., 27s; 36 x 15 x 12 in., 26s, 31 x 1 x 1 in. steel angle; 42 x 15 x 12 in., 38s; 42 x 15 x 15 in., 40s; 48 x 15 x 12 in., 44s; 48 x 15 x 15 in., 47s. Aluminium shades: 24 x 12 in., 20s; 30 x 12 in., 24s; 36 x 12 in., 30s; 48 x 12 in, 40s; 48 x 15 in., 46s. Stands: 24 x 12 x 36 in. high, 40s; 30 x 12 x 36 in., 45s; 36 x 12 x 36 in., 50s; 48 x 12 x 36 in., 60s; 48 x 15 x 36 in., 70s. Any size to order. S.A.E. carriage paid. Money back if not satisfied. Glazing compound (1s 4d lb.) sent only with frames. C.W.O. Hockney Engineers, Derwent Place, Bath Road, Leeds 11. Phone 25061.

SHOW JARS. New glass show jars, with black screw tops, 4 in. square, 6 in. deep, 3s each, 33s dozen, for collection only (South London area), Box 53.

BLANKET WEADE REMOVER. In stainless steel, most effective, removing blanket weed from all plants without damage. Price 3s 9d plus 9d postage. SHREDDEDS: Made of stainless steel the Super Combination comprises coarse tooth and fine tooth plates, and top plate with handle. The Shredders, the only instrument capable of reducing earthworms, white-berm, meat etc. to a size suitable for youngest fry. Use coarse plate for larger fish. Price 2s 6d plus 1s postage. Giant Sagittaria: young plants, 7s 6d, 1s 6d per dozen; large plants 1s 3d, 1s 6d each. Postage 1s 3d. Shubunksins: Enquiries invited. Visits by appointment only. S.A.E. to E. S. Walker, 145 Bjrne Lane, Christchurch, Hants. Postal trade only. Local buyers see COOKS AQUARIA, Boscombe, Hants.

FISH

SUPERB VEILTAIL GUPPIES awarded “Water Life” diploma. Best in open show, 1s 6d pair. Carry on 6s. C. R. Perry, Professional Aquarist, 615 West Street, Crewe.

TROPICAL AND MARINE FISH, plants etc. for sale. Many varieties in stock at very reasonable prices. Apply Newton, 23 Lavengro Road, London S.E.27. Phone 01-470 0636.

MARINES WANTED. Small regular supplies of young native marine fishes and invertebrates are required by members of the International Marine Study Society. Please write to Box 212 stating types and sizes available.

BOOKS

GUPPIES interest you? Then you should read ALL ABOUT GUPPIES by L. F. Whitney & Paul Halsell: 12s 7d post free from PetFish Publications, 554 Garratt Lane, London, S.W.17.

GOLDFISH. How to breed and rear goldfish is simply and fully explained in the Foyle’s Handbook of that name. Price 5s post 7d from PetFish Publications, 554 Garratt Lane, London S.W.17.

WATER PLANTS

PERRY’S FOR PLANTS. 1st and 2nd Awards British Aquaristics’ Festival. Assorted selections tropical or cold, 7s 6d; 1s 6d; 1s 6d; 1s 2d. Pallis, nantes, 6s doz. Cryptocoryne beckeri, willisi, haemeliana, 2s 6d each, six assorted 1s. Water wisteria, giant hygrophila, 2s 6d. Post 1s. All advertised accessories. C. R. Perry, Professional Aquarist, 615 West Street, Crewe.

TROPICAL AQUARIUM PLANT SELECTIONS, books, fish foods and equipment. All available by post from K.M.K. Aquatics, Stockton, Rugby. S.A.E. for lists.

GREENHOUSE GROWN—Special Spring & Summer Offer. 8 Water lettuce, 8 Cryptocorys corallata, 1 Riccia, 1 Salvinia, 1 Azolla, 16 p.p. Bachelors Farm, Oxford, Oxfordshire.

PetFish Monthly, July 1967
MISCELLANEOUS
POSITION REQUIRED end Septem-
ber. 25 years’ experience small zoos,
public aquariums. Replies treated con-
fidentially. Box 141.

UP TO £30 paid for 1818 to 1834 5s.
pieces. Other coins and medals pur-
chased. Send, 1 Ralph Street,
Plymouth.

PLEASE MENTION PETFISH MON-
THLY when replying to advertisers.

REPTILES
REPTILES, AMPHIBIANS. Free list.
J. & D. Naturalists, 36 Negely Avenue,
Crosby, Liverpool 23.

THE CONSTAT 25/-
Thermostat Type Q.K. Outside Fitting

ASK TO SEE IT AT YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

Distributed by
BARRY M. AUSTIN
95 Crown Road, Twickenham, Middx.
Wholesalers to the Aquatic Trade

THE POSTMAN can bring you our CATALOGUE
OUR PROMPT POSTAL SERVICE CAN BRING YOU all you need for SUCCESSFUL FISHKEEPING
Please state whether your interest lies in Aquariais and/or Garden Ponds
Your Guarantee of Satisfaction — since 1948
Telephone 2406
WINGATE 7, MARKET STREET
WINCHESTER

THE JEWEL AQUARIUM
Introducing the new Jewel Aquarium. This Aquarium is ideal for both
Freshwater and Marine Tropicals. The frame is made of aluminium alloy
and very accurately produced. The finished Aquarium is gold in colour,
of high quality and beautiful in appearance. At last you can buy an
aquarium which will remain corrosion free and look new even after
years of service.

Now available for the first time in the U.K.

WADE AQUATICS, 333/335 High St. North, Manor Park,
Specialist Stockists of Tropical Fish and Marines
Plants and Equipment

London, E.12

ACUREL Q
Cures white spot, fungus and algae

Bioquatic Laboratories
Dept. T.20
270 Penistone Rd.
Sheffield 6

Please mention PFIM when writing to advertisers
Binders for your copies of PetFish Monthly

As you receive each issue of PFM it can be inserted into the binder, which holds 12 copies (one volume). Stiff covers, leathercloth bound, and gold-blocked title.

To PETFISH PUBLICATIONS
554 Garratt Lane
London, S.W.17

Please send Binders for Petfish Monthly, for which I enclose
P.O./Cheque value

Name
Address

ORDER FROM STOCKISTS:
Barry M. Austin, 95 Crown Road, Twickenham.
Blagdon Water Garden Centre Ltd., Blagdon, Bristol.
Pet-Riks (Aust) Ltd., 4 Station Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire.
Tradefish (Aquarium) Co., 19 Salem Street, Sunderland.

Importers: COLLEY NOCKOLDS LTD., LONDON, S.E.16

“COLLEY” SYPHON PUMP
- Pumps or syphons
- Empties or fills
- Capacity 7 pints per minute

ONLY 6/9 EACH

Singapore Aquatic Nurseries
P.O. BOX MACPHERSON 9
MACPHERSON ROAD POST OFFICE
SINGAPORE 13

Leading Exporters of
EXOTIC TROPICAL FISH
MARINE CORAL FISH
ALL TYPES OF AQUATIC PLANTS

Direct Shipments from South East Asia

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers

20s post free
($3.00 U.S.A. and Canada)
The finest coldwater fish food available anywhere is without doubt

SURE
GOLD
The pelletised food

NO DUST
NO BISCUIT
NO DRIED FLIES
Only the finest possible ingredients to give a fully balanced diet

PACKED IN TWO SIZES
HOME PACK 1s. 6d.
POND PACK 4s. 0d.
And available from all good aquarist supply shops now

Another quality product from:
S.C.A.N. LTD., OLD BATH RD., COLNBRICK.
SLOUGH, BUCKS.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
NORROY AQUARISTS
SHOW CABINETS

The carcass is strongly constructed from selected hardwoods and Mahogany faced ply, fitted with vertical slide lid and attachments, case handle. The cabinet is finished in a waterproof lacquer, and is supplied complete with expanding polystyrene insulation, and one partition for use with the two 4½" sq. containers provided.

Dimensions—S.T.I.
11½" long x 8½" high x 6" wide.

Price 45s.
inclusive of the 2 4½ sq. containers and P.P.
Terms C.W.O.

N.B.—If ordered through your society in minimum orders of 6 cabinets, a discount will be allowed.

NORROY PRODUCTS, MAIN ST.,
BLIDWORTH, MANSFIELD,
NOTTS.              Tel. 2833

AQUA—IMPORTS
ILFORD

IMPORTERS OF TROPICAL,
MARINE AND FRESHWATER
FISHES,
PLANTS, CORALS AND SHELLS

AQUA—IMPORTS welcomes all trade
enquiries for fish and plants. Large
selection of fish always in stock

85 WANSTEAD PARK ROAD
ILFORD
VALENTINE 4633
WHOLESALE ONLY

WALK-AROUND
PET STORES LTD.
5 TEMPLE END, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.
TEL: HIGH WYCOMBE 21357

A wide variety of Tropical and
Coldwater Fish, Plants & Accessories

Further extensions to our range of
Tropical, Coldwater & Pond stock in progress

BEKAY TROPICALS LTD.

TROPICAL & COLDWATER FISH
AQUATIC PLANTS
PONDS & POND PLANTS
PETS & PET SUPPLIES
HOUSE PLANTS

GROVE ROAD NURSERIES
HITCHIN
HERTS

(CLUB VISITS WELCOME BY APPOINTMENT)

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
COMING SOON

THE NEW

* * * * * * * * * * *

* JEWEL *

* * * * * * * * * * *

AQUARIUM

A revolutionary new aquarium—first all-aluminium tank on the market—anodised finish in gold—ideal for salt and freshwater—no risk of rust or corrosion—available in sizes from 24 in. x 12 in. x 12 in. to 10 ft. x 2 ft. x 2 ft.

A TRULY BEAUTIFUL AQUARIUM

Available in six weeks

See August PFM for further details

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
**ANGLIAN AQUATICS**

**offer**

125 varieties of Tropical and Coldwater Fish and Plants

also

5' - 6' Boa constrictors .... £12 10 0
Rainbow Boas from .... £5 0 0
Caimans 18' - 22" long .... £2 10 0
36" Tegu lizards (Tame) .... £8 0 0
Giant Marine Toads .... £2 10 0

Open 7 days a week

339 WIMPOLE ROAD
BARTON
CAMBRIDGE

Phone COMBERTON 352

---

**AQUARIST SOCIETIES**

★ give us a ring and book a visit some evening, or Sunday

Phone CUDWORTH Yorks, 497

Good FISH and EQUIPMENT at reasonable prices

PET STORES
206, BARNSLEY ROAD
CUDWORTH, near BARNESLEY

We are 4 miles from Barnsley on the Pontefract Rd.

---

**MARINES**

**WE STOCK ONLY MARINES OVER 20 TANKS ON DISPLAY**

Marine Fish Supplies
25 Windmill Hill, Enfield. Phone 0285
Weekdays after 6 p.m., All day Saturday and Sunday.

WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

---

**WHOLESALE RETAIL**

**BONNER AQUARIA**

19 BONNER STREET
BETHNAL GREEN
LONDON E 2

Tel. 01-980 1488

**TROPICAL FISH**

**PLANTS**

**COLDWATER ACCESSORIES**

Importers of Tropical Fish and Plants. Trade Supplied. Phone or call any time.

Thursdays by appointment only.

Mon.-Fri. (except Thurs.) 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m. - 6.30 p.m.

---

**PHILLIPS**

The finest fish food

For Tropical and Cold-water Fish. Two balanced, scientifically blended and nourishing foods.

Extra high in protein and rich in vitamins and minerals, Phillips Fish Foods contain dried shrimp, daphnia, meat meal, white fish meal, alfalfa, milk powder, cod-liver oil, wheaten cereal and yeast — scientifically blended for balanced nutrition. Always buy Phillips, the Fish Food you can trust.

Coarse grade for Cold-water Fish 1/9
Fine grade for Tropicals 1/6

Phillips Cold-water Fish Food contains SAPIROLEGNIL to protect against the ravages of 'cotton wool' fungus.


---

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
WHOLESALE ONLY

Leading exporters of Tropical Fishes
Aquatic plants of all varieties
Exporters to all parts of the world
The Leading Firm in Singapore
We invite your inquiries
Price List on request

TROPICAL FISH AQUARISTS
P.O. BOX GEYLANG SI
GEYLANG POST OFFICE
SINGAPORE 14

Fish Farm:
268-F LORONG BUANG KOK
OFF PONGGOL
SINGAPORE, 19

EVERYBODY IS TALKING ABOUT—Vitakraft
Antimaladin
2 in 1 Aquarium Remedy
Antimaladin the new universal aquarium remedy combats
most diseases including Ich, fin and tail rot and all fungi;
it also eliminates contagious diseases and provides
essential minerals. It will do your plants as much good as
your fish. Highly concentrated—one bottle will treat
100 gallons of water.

EMOLIN 65 A remedy-preventative, especially for
Ichthyophthirius, and eliminates algae.

FLORASIN The new aquarium tablet plant food and
fertilizer. Creates magnificent growth of even the most
delicate plants.

CHLOR-NEUTRAL The safe aquarium aid for
rapid removal of chlorine; also stimulates plant growth.

MULTI-VT-MIN The all in one vitamin complex,
Contains all essential vitamins for fish and plants.

ERIC WOODS (ROSEWOOD) LTD.
ARLESTON, WELLINGTON, SHROPS. Tel: Wellington 3554

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS REQUIRED

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
McLYNN’S FISH-FOOD
THE FOOD IN THE PLASTIC BOX
CONTAINS EVERY ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT
WILL NOT FOUL THE WATER
1/6, 2/6, 5/-, 6/6 & 17/6
From your Pet Shop or direct from McLYNN’S
McLYNN’S AQUARIUM
VISITORS BY APPOINTMENT
11 a.m.-5 p.m. CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
NOW A BEST SELLER!
ALL ABOUT TROPICAL FISH
3rd edition, enlarged and brought up to date
512 pages, 120 colour plates, 230 monochrome
photos, line drawings
by D. McLeary of McLYNN’s Aquarium
65/- post 4/6
McLYNN’S AQUARIUM
EHWHURST, Nr. CRANLEIGH, SURREY
Telephone: EHWHURST 446

Visit Bean Hatchery
(Mrs K. Cooper)
at Bean, Nr. Dartford, Kent
(Just off A2 Trunk Road, near Black Horse)
Phone: Langfield (Kent) 4189
Large selection of TROPICALS
PLANTS
ACCESSORIES
Call any time, including Sunday

BOROUGH TROPICALS
12 TRINITY STREET · SEI
Tel: HOP 3996
Large variety of Tropical
Fish · and accessories
COMPLETE AQUARIUM SUPPLIED
AND MAINTAINED BY AGREEMENT

NORTH LONDON’S LARGEST
COLLECTION OF TROPICAL FISH
70 TANKS, INCLUDING 10 MARINES
ALWAYS OVER 100 VARIETIES ON DISPLAY
WE ARE THE COMPLETE AQUARIST
T & T TROPICALS
128 CLARENCE RD., CLAPTON E5
(RING 985-0790)
Club visits welcome by appointment
Open until 8 p.m. weekdays, 1 p.m. Sunday

GROWLUX
fluorescent
CONTROL KITS
Comprising: Choke, Starter and Holder,
2 tube ends, and 2 tube clips.
Kit A for 15 or 20 watt tube 19/-
Kit B for 40 watt tube 19/6d.
Postage, 1 or 2 kits 4/6d.,
3 or 4 kits 4/-
6 kits 7/-6d.
6 kits free.
On June kits with choke and starter enclosed in pressed steel box and
wired up ready, 12/6d. extra.
ELECTRONICS (CROYDON) LTD.
(Dept. PF), 102.3 Tamworth Road, Croydon (Opposite West
Croydon Station)

WIMBLEDON
AQUARIA LIMITED
6 Stanley Rd., S.W.19
CHerrywood 5217
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Large selection of
Tropical and Coldwater Fish
Tanks and Accessories
Live Food and Plants
Maintenance and Deliveries
Aquarist Societies welcomed
AQUATIC-HOBBY LTD

YOUR BEST FLAKE FOOD BUY

KING

FISH

The best Flake Food in the World will cost you no more than ordinary food

2/9 5/6 15/6

INTRODUCING

PERMA PUMPS

Powerful Vibrator Pumps
Silent Operation

THE

PERMA (EXPORT)
OUTPUT SUFFICIENT FOR 35 TO 40
DIFFUSER STONES £7.10.0

THE

PERMA PUMP
(VARIABLE)
OUTPUT SUFFICIENT FOR 40 TO 50
DIFFUSER STONES £10.0.0

KINGFISH and PERMA PUMPS FROM GOOD PET AND AQUATIC DEALERS EVERYWHERE, OR IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY WRITE DIRECT.

Aquatic-Hobby Ltd 132, OLD WARGRAVE RD., TWYFORD, BERKS.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
The answer to perfect aeration and filtration

NO MORE CLOUDY TANKS
• NATURE'S OWN METHOD OF FILTRATION
• RELIABLE AND PERMANENT

THE PREMIER BIOLOGICAL FILTER

Acclaimed by leading aquarists to be the best method of filtration. Once installed in an aquarium it can satisfactorily be left without any attention for years—no filtering medium is required. Can be operated by any type aerator.

FIT ONE NOW AND ENJOY A TROUBLE FREE TANK

• BETTER CIRCULATION
  The PREMIER BIOLOGICAL FILTER collects water from the bottom and recirculates it. No cold spots—fry will even feed at gravel level.

• HEAT ECONOMY
  Continuous circulation of heat provides desired temperature evenly throughout aquarium, saving in current is noticeable.

• PLANT GROWTH
  Filtration through gravel ensure more healthy roots and prevents rotting away.

• WATER CLARITY
  The PREMIER BIOLOGICAL FILTER keeps tanks suspension free, always crystal clear water.

• NO MESS
  No filter mediums to change provides a cleaner job and saves money spent on replacement of mediums. Completely eliminates need for siphoning and prevents black gravel.

• NEATNESS
  The PREMIER BIOLOGICAL FILTER is fitted beneath the gravel, only air lift is visible. Once installed can be left for years—will not clog up.

Manufactured by...

WINDMILL PRODUCTS
244, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.1
Telephone: VICToria 5179

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
# Books by post for the fish-keeper

## Tropical Fish
- **All about Tropical Fish**
  - by Derek McNerny and Geoffrey Gerard
  - 85s (post 3s 6d)
- **Breeding Aquarium Fish**
  - by Wolfgang Wickler
  - 10s 6d (post 7d)
- **Freshwater Fishes of the World**
  - by Günther Sterba
  - 84s (post 3s 6d)
- **Freshwater Tropical Aquarium Fishes**
  - by G. F. Hervey and J. Hems
  - 15s (post 3s 6d)
- **Tropical Aquarium Fish**
  - by A. van den Nieuwenhuizen
  - 90s (post 3s 6d)
- **Tropical Fish in the Aquarium**
  - by J. H. Lodewijks
  - 16s (post 11d)
- **Tropical Fish**
  - by Derek McNerny
  - 5s (post 8d)

## Water Plants
- **A Manual of Aquarium Plants**
  - by C. D. Roe
  - 27s 6d (post 1s 6d)
- **Aquarium Plants**
  - by H. C. D. de Wit
  - 35s (post 1s 3d)
- **Aquarium Plants**
  - by Gerhard Brunner
  - 10s 6d (post 7d)

## Coldwater Fish and Ponds
- **Goldfish**
  - by Anthony Evans
  - 5s (post 8d)
- **The Water Garden**
  - by H. C. Witham Fogg
  - 5s (post 8d)

## Marines
- **The Marine Aquarium**
  - by Wolfgang Wickler
  - 10s 6d (post 7d)
- **Salt-water Aquarium Fish**
  - by H. R. Axelrod and W. Vorderwinkler
  - 65s (post 1s 6d)
- **The Salt-water Aquarium in the Home**
  - by R. P. L. Straughan
  - 55s (post 1s 3d)

## General
- **Aquariums**
  - by Anthony Evans
  - 5s (post 8d)
- **Aquarium Care**
  - by Günther Sterba
  - 70s (post 3s 6d)
- **Aquarium Hygiene**
  - by Helmut Wachter
  - 10s 6d (post 7d)
- **Aquarium Techniques I and II**
  - by A. O. Janse
  - each part 12s 6d (post 9d)
- **Diseases of Aquarium Fish**
  - by Gottfried Schubert
  - 10s 6d (post 7d)
- **Diseases of Fishes**
  - by C. van Duin Jr.
  - 47s 6d (post 2s 6d)
- **Food for the Aquarium and Vivarium**
  - by Willy Giocher
  - 10s 6d (post 7d)
- **Planning and Decorating the Aquarium**
  - by Wilfried Weigel
  - 10s 6d (post 7d)
- **The Complete Aquarium**
  - by D. Vogt and H. Wermuth
  - 25s (post 1s 3d)
- **The Life of Fishes**
  - by N. B. Marshall
  - 63s (post 3s 6d)

Any aquarium book in print supplied on request.

When ordering please indicate your name and address clearly and enclose remittance.

PetFish

554 Garratt Lane London S.W.17

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
ENGLAND'S RENOWNED SUPPLIERS OF HIGH QUALITY

TROPICAL FISH AND AQUATIC PLANTS

Our showrooms have been designed to allow visitors facilities for easy viewing. There are, at all times, shoals of more than 100 varieties of Tropical Fish, shown to perfection in beautifully decorated tanks.

We are also importers and growers of our own tropical plants for the aquarium, and have in our nurseries more than 200 varieties for your selection.

THIS IS THE AQUARISTS' PARADISE

Whether pundit or beginner our assistants are there to give advice and help. Tanks are kept crystal clear by the perfect aid to easier fishkeeping. THE WINDMILL BIOLOGICAL FILTER, which once installed, assures complete freedom from mulm, in ridding decaying food, and gives absolute water clarity.

A VISIT TO OUR SHOWROOMS IS A MUST FOR ALL VISITORS TO LONDON.

IF UNABLE TO CALL PLEASE COMPLETE THE COUPON.

Post the coupon or write for FREE Illustrated Plant and Equipment Catalogue, enclosing 6d postage, to

TACHBROOK TROPICALS LTD., 244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.1
Telephone: 01-834 5179

Name
Address
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